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Jeffrey S. Ankrom had a first career
as a language teacher (including Peace
Corps service in Marrakech), and then
worked for more than a decade as a
university press editor. He now prac-
tices law in Indiana, focusing on pub-
lishing law, the work of creative people
(such as literary translators), and the

civil rights of people in the workplace. As an adjunct lecturer, he
also teaches a course on the societal issues of biotechnology in the
Department of Biology at Indiana University, Bloomington. His
translations from French have appeared in Research in African
Literatures. Contact: ankrom@copyrighttimes.com.
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library director and language teacher,
has been translating professionally for
more than 15 years. Several of her
book-length translations have been
published, and shorter works that she
has authored or translated have
appeared in other professional and 

literary venues. Her translation of Stefano Bortolussi’s novel Head
Above Water was the winner of the 2004 Northern California Book
Award for Translation. In 2007, her translation of Giulio Leoni’s
novel Mosaic Crimes was published in the U.S. and U.K. simultan-
eously by Harcourt and Harvill. Most recently, she translated Elena
Kostioukovitch’s Why Italians Love to Talk About Food (Farrar,
Straus & Giroux, 2009), the novel Blindly by Claudio Magris
(Hamish Hamilton/Penguin Canada, 2010), and Giovanni Arpino’s
Scent of a Woman (forthcoming in April 2011, Penguin U.K.). In
addition to ATA, she is a member of the American Literary
Translators Association and PEN. Contact: Aappel@aol.com.

Marcela Jenney is the administrator of ATA’s Spanish Language
Division. She is a multicultural certified personal brand strategist
with 20 years of experience in the language industry. She is an
ATA-certified Spanish→English translator. She has an MBA in mar-
keting and holds certifications as a professional coach, business
cross-cultural trainer, localization project manager, and personal
brand strategist. In 2004, she served as the president of the
Florida Chapter of ATA. Contact: marcela@latitudescoach.com.

Meghan McCallum, a project manager at Iverson Language
Associates and a French→English translator, is currently com-
pleting her MA in language, literature, and translation at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. She is a member of ATA’s
School Outreach team. Contact: meghan@iversonlang.com.

Lawrence Schofer received his Ph.D. in
history from the University of
California, Berkeley, and pursued sev-
eral careers before becoming a full-time
translator in 2005. An ATA-certified
German→English translator, he also
translates into English from French,
Polish, and Hebrew. In 2010, Locus

Publishing Company published his translations of two volumes of
memoirs by Peter Weidhaas, long-time director of the Frankfurt
Book Fair: Life Before Letters and See You in Frankfurt! Contact: 
lawrence.schofer@comcast.net.
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President@atanet.org

From the President    Nicholas Hartmann

The middle of February
is an exciting time in northern 

climates: although the snow cover is

likely to persist for at least another

month, little green things are begin-

ning to peek through it, and as the sun

gets higher and the days become

longer it seems more reasonable to

believe that warmth and light will

some day return.

Our Association can also look for-

ward to a season of renewal, thanks to

some important initiatives that are now

underway. The first involves divisions,

the internal “components” that give any

ATA member an opportunity to connect

with others who work in a particular

language combination or subject area,

or otherwise share a particular interest

or approach to our profession and

business. The number of divisions has

grown steadily over the past couple of

decades, but each newly established

one has always been assumed to have

much the same function and to use

largely similar tools. Every division

administrator has had certain stan-

dard responsibilities: soliciting and

reviewing conference presentation

proposals, monitoring the publication

of a newsletter, and in some cases

organizing a small-scale conference.

With the recent explosion in infor-

mation technology, however, it is now

possible to take a radically different

approach to the nature and purpose of

ATA divisions. A new Governing Policy

for Divisions has already been approved

by the Board of Directors, and in April

2011 a Division Administrators Summit

will bring together representatives of

every division, along with ATA volun-

teer leaders and Headquarters staff, to

discuss the changes implicit in that new

policy. It is expected that as a result,

renewed emphasis will be placed on

communication and networking as the

principal function of any division,

taking maximum advantage of the flex-

ibility and speed of new communica-

tion technologies (including social

media). This should be a stimulating

and productive gathering, leading to

even closer and more useful links

among ATA members.

Concurrently with this revolution in

our internal structures, efforts are also

being made to put forward the very

essence of ATA in new ways. The new

Code of Ethics and Professional

Practice, endorsed by the Board at its

meeting in Denver, makes a statement

about ATA not only for and among our-

selves, but also to the outside world:

everyone now knows what we stand

for and what we aspire to. (The full

text of the Code appeared in this

column last month.) As the next step in

this process of refining our definition

of ATA, a team of dedicated volunteers

is now working, with support from

outside professionals, on a “tagline” or

slogan for ATA that distills our nature

into a few words. We do not know the

words yet, but they will embrace and

express everything we do.

February offers lots of good omens

for initiatives like these, beginning

with that momentous day halfway

between the winter solstice and spring

equinox when large rodents are

believed to emerge and predict better

weather. The modern Valentine’s Day

is of course a celebration of romance

and new love; its distant ancestor, the

archaic Roman festival of Lupercalia,

was at first a solemn ritual to promote

a bountiful growing season and later

became an excuse for general spring-

time merrymaking. The groundhogs

and the lovebirds and the Romans all

agree: this is the right time to begin

working toward positive change.

New Beginning

February offers lots of good omens for initiatives.

Live and On-Demand Training for
Professional Translators and Interpreters

ATA Webinars
For more information, visit 
www.atanet.org/webinars

February 17, 2011
12 noon ET

Accentuate the Positive: 
Making Your Résumé Sing

Presenter: Jorge Ungo

March 22, 2011
12 noon ET

How to Get the Mentoring You Need
Presenter: Courtney Searls-Ridge
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The Fédération Internationale

des Traducteurs (FIT) is the “associa-

tion” of national translation and inter-

preting associations. FIT, which has

more than 100 member organizations

on six continents, convenes every

three years. For the first time since the

organization’s founding in 1953, the

group is meeting in the U.S. The XIX

FIT Congress will be held at the

Hilton San Francisco Union Square,

August 1-4, 2011. 

Although ATA is hosting the event,

the FIT Congress has its own unique

culture and tradition. (ATA Past

President Jiri Stejskal, who is ATA’s

representative to FIT and a FIT vice-

president, oversees the Congress

planning efforts.)  The FIT Congress

offers a forum for translators, inter-

preters, and terminologists from

around the world. The Congress will

have educational sessions, but also

face-to-face networking opportunities

with translators and interpreters.

Congress registration is now open.

For details and registration informa-

tion, please go to www.fit2011.org.

Welcome Caron: Caron Mason, CAE,

joins the ATA staff as the public rela-

tions and marketing manager. (CAE

stands for Certified Association

Executive, which is the credential

administered by the American Society

of Association Executives.) She brings

more than eight years of communica-

tions and association experience to

ATA. She also happens to be a fellow

graduate of the University of Missouri

School of Journalism.

Caron’s responsibilities include:

• Promoting ATA and supporting

ATA’s Public Relations Com-

mittee;

• Marketing and managing the

advertising, exhibiting, and

sponsorship opportunities with

The ATA Chronicle, the Annual

Conference, and online; and

• Coordinating and promoting

ATA’s and the American

Foundation for Translation and

Interpretation’s (AFTI) honors

and awards.

New Arabic-Hebrew Scholarship:

At the recent ATA Annual Conference

in Denver, AFTI President Muriel

Jérôme-O’Keeffe announced the

establishment of the Julia Segall-

Derfler Scholarship in Arabic or

Hebrew Translation and Interpreting.

The scholarship was endowed by

longtime member and former

Accreditation Committee Chair

Shuckran Kamal. The $10,000 dona-

tion was in honor of her colleague and

mentee Julia Segall-Derfler. For more

information on the scholarship, please

see page 14. 

Membership Renewal: It is time to

renew your ATA membership. If you

have already done so, thank you. 

If not, please do: http://atanet.org/

membership/renew_front.php. Thank

you for being an ATA member. 

International Federation of Translators to Meet in the U.S.

Walter@atanet.org

From the Executive Director    Walter Bacak, CAE

Although ATA is hosting the event, the FIT Congress 
has its own unique culture and tradition. 

American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation:
Help Yourself by Supporting the Professions 

The American Foundation for Translation and

Interpretation (AFTI), a 501(c)(3) charitable organization,

was established to help translation and interpreting profes-

sionals preserve their history, assist in their present work,

and stimulate research and scholarship. 

Give something back to the professions. Please make a 

tax-deductible contribution to AFTI today. 

Send your check, payable to AFTI, to:

American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation 

c/o ATA 

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590 

Alexandria, VA 22314 
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In the August 2010 issue,

fellow columnist Jost Zetzsche wrote

in his GeekSpeak column about

“Trans creation,” in which he dis-

cussed the many terms used to avoid

calling us “translators” and what we

do as “translation.” Like Jost, “I com-

pletely embrace the term ‘translation’

and am proud to say that I am a ‘trans-

lator.’” I do not consider myself to be

a globalizer, internationalizer, or

localizer, whatever they are. I work

mostly as a literary translator, and,

assuming the original is worth trans-

lating in the first place, I am rarely an

adaptor, re-creator, or creator of new

material. I am never a transcreator.

Like Jost, I believe the main differ-

ence, widely misunderstood in our

society, is between translation and

interpreting, and that both can be

done well or badly.

But, unfortunately, because of the

reputation that translation and transla-

tors have, especially in the U.S., some

translators have to call themselves

something other than translators in order

to find work. I have seen advertisements

for translators of other advertisements

that explicitly say, “Translators not

wanted!” As a translator of works for

the stage, I am not eligible to join the

Dramatists Guild. Were I to call myself

an “adaptor,” I would be.

To much of the general public,

translation per se is a trivial activity,

something that a computer can do as

well as a person, and neither very well.

It is not even known that familiarity

with the source language is required.

How else could a New York director,

knowing not a word of Russian, create

his own English “translation” of a play

by Chekhov simply by smashing

together five or six different English

translations by other people?

In the literary realm, translation is

often thought of as something that

academics do to kill literature for the

general reader as they kill it for their

students in the classroom. There are

two reasons for this. The first is that

so many genuinely bad translations

have been published, sometimes over

and over again, by publishers who

republish junk which has passed into

the public domain and is therefore

royalty free. The second is that a clear

distinction is usually not made

between translations that are meant to

stand alone and be read by someone

who will probably never see the orig-

inal, and translations meant to aid

someone reading the work in the orig-

inal. Many academic translations are

in the second category, but are pub-

lished as if they were in the first.

From experience, I know that good

translations of pieces that are espe-

cially difficult to translate, such as

sung lyrics or anything involving word

play, are seldom admired as transla-

tions. They are either disparaged as fal-

sifications or praised for being

something “other than a translation.”

What is to be done?
First, like Jost, I suggest that we

who are translators proudly state that

fact wherever and whenever we can.

We should also point out the limita-

tions of machine translation while

admitting its utility.

Second, in addition to ATA’s and

other translating and interpreting

societies’ efforts to educate the public

as to the distinction between trans-

lating and interpreting, I suggest that

additional items regarding definitions

and standards pertaining to translators

and translations be added to the list of

things about which the public, and

publishers, need to be educated:

Definitions
1. There are two general categories of

translation, depending on the

intended use. Translations in the

first category stand alone, and can

be read or otherwise used by

someone with no access, reference

to, or knowledge of the original

texts. Translations in the second

category can not stand alone but

serve as aids to readers of the orig-

inal texts, or as aids to translators

who will transform them into first-

category translations. With rare

exceptions, literal word-for-word

translations, technical or literary,

are in the second category, as are

many machine translations.

2. As well as the intended general use,

translations, especially of the first

category, usually also have an

intended specific use identical to

that of the original: to serve as a

technical reference paper, a patent

application, a set of understandable

operating instructions, product

advertising, a comic poem, a read-

able novel, or an onstage work such

as a play or opera, etc. So long as

the specific use is preserved, and

no more changes have been made

than are necessary to transform

the text into the target language,

and, if required, into the target cul-

ture, the work is still a translation. It

is not an adaptation, a transcreation, or

anything else, regardless of how

extensive the changes may be. The

work is no longer a translation only

when a significant aspect of the orig-

inal has been changed beyond what is

required for linguistic and cultural

transformation.

Standards
1. Translations should be done

directly from the source language.

Translations of translations are

rarely acceptable, and then must be

clearly designated as such.

Transcreation, Or, Once Again, No Respect!

Letter to the Editor

Continued on p. 13
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I had the privilege of
interviewing Jost Zetzsche, an ATA-

certified English→German translator,

author, and consultant on technical

solutions for the translation and local-

ization industry. A native of Hamburg,

Germany, Jost earned a Ph.D. in

Chinese history and linguistics from

the University of Hamburg in 1996.

He joined the translation industry in

1997, supervising company operations

for a staff of 60 at a localization and

technical documentation provider. He

has since led or participated in local-

ization projects in all major software,

online, and documentation environ-

ments. In 1999, Jost co-founded Inter -

national Writers’ Group and, in 2008,

TranslatorsTraining.com, a website

for comparing translation tools.

Jost is the author of a resource

book for translators called A
Translator’s Tool Box—A Computer
Primer for Translators, which is

already in its ninth edition. He also

offers a newsletter for translators, The
Tool Kit, with tips and information

about the latest advances in tech-

nology in the industry, and writes the

monthly GeekSpeak column in The
ATA Chronicle.

Marcela: Let’s just start by discussing

your sidekick, Jeromobot, “the patron

saint of translators” that readers of

your newsletter and column have

come to know. How did you come to

create him?

Jost: My little godson gave me a robot

five or six years ago. It was very

sweet, but I didn’t really know what to

do with it. I’ve talked about the use of

Saint Jerome, the patron saint of trans-

lators, throughout the years, but I felt

we needed to update him a bit. So, I

combined Saint Jerome and the little

robot and came up with Jeromobot,

and he has become a rock star in the

process.

Marcela: What is his message?

Jost: Well, the message that has

evolved over the years is that we trans-

lators need to embrace the linguistic

genius of Saint Jerome and the passion

he had for language while also

embracing modern technology. Those

who tend not to embrace technology

need to do so. And those who only

embrace technology need to remember

that translation certainly has a human

face and that translation technology is

indebted to the actual translator.

There is technology, but we still need a 
human face for translation.

Insights from the Tech Desk:
Sitting Down with Jost Zetzsche

By Marcela Jenney
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Marcela: You are well known in the

industry. What has been the secret of

your success?

Jost: I think part of it is curiosity. My

background is very untechnical. In fact,

I’m a Chinese studies major and have

written about the translation of the

Bible into Chinese, none of which has

anything to do with my writings on

technology today. But I’m very inter-

ested in trying to find out whether there

are ways to improve upon the work

translators do. So, if there is a key to

my success, I think it would be that I’m

curious about how to improve the work

environment and the processes by

which we translate.

Marcela: In what ways has your news -

letter helped you grow a brand name?

Jost: Certainly it has portrayed me as

somebody who knows how to use

technology. About 40% of my busi-

ness is consulting and 60% translation.

Many companies who subscribe to my

newsletter contact me as a consultant

and ask me to help them fix the prob-

lems they might have with imple-

menting technology. As far as my

translation business goes, because of

the consistency of the newsletter there

is the message that I’m reliable and

consistently produce results. 

Marcela: Consistency. I think that is

the key right there. Now, let’s talk

about social media. How do you use

social media and how have you bene-

fited from them?

Jost: I have been very selective with

social media. I’m not doing Facebook

or LinkedIn, and I’m quite happy with

that. With my newsletter and the

column in The ATA Chronicle, plus

using Twitter quite a bit, I get enough of

my message and my creative output out.  

I’m very thankful for Twitter, as it

has been a real key to my business

strategy. Not only do I announce

everything I’m doing on Twitter, it has

also been a very important place for

me to gather information. Twitter is

the place where I can find in a fairly

short amount of time—half an hour a

day or so—all the information I need

about our industry. So, while for many

social media outlets have been a place

to make new contacts, my focus has

been on social media as an informa-

tion-gathering source.

Marcela: What is your outlook for the

translation or localization industry for

the next five years?

Jost: Well, you know we always say

these are exciting times, and that’s so

much overused, but I think these truly

ARE exciting times right now. Tech -

nology, particularly machine transla-

tion, has once again taken a big lead. I

think that we are on the verge of

becoming a two-class society and that

language services providers (LSPs)

need to decide where they stand and

what they want to do. While machine

translation is open to smaller LSPs, it

is certainly more accessible to very

large providers, partly because some

of the larger LSPs own machine trans-

lation technology and are able to uti-

lize it more easily and efficiently.

Also, the kinds of clients that these

large LSPs have, such as Microsoft,

Adobe, and Oracle, are interested in

and have done their own work on

machine translation. Therefore, it is

easier for those LSPs to use that kind

of technology.  

Would it be bad to have a two-class

society, with smaller LSPs serving

small or medium clients only? I’m not

sure, but if an LSP is particularly

eager to work for a large technology

or automotive provider, it needs to

adopt and embrace this new tech-

nology quickly.

I think that we sometimes look at

those very large companies, such as

Microsoft, and think they are the

industry. But, of course, they are not.

They are only a small segment of the

industry. There is still plenty of other

work to be done. In just the past year

and a half, a lot of doomsayers have

been saying that machine translation,

crowdsourcing, and all these big

words are a threat to our industry.

Those are things that will have an

effect on our industry but will not

destroy it by any means. I think we

are at a crossroads right now, so these

are exciting and good times.

Marcela: What do you feel should be

in every professional translator’s

arsenal in order to succeed in this

competitive market?

Jost: I think that depends very much on

what kind of market you have. The

translation industry is not monolithic

by any means. It consists of many

While social media outlets have been a place to make 
new contacts, my focus has been on social media 

as an information-gathering source.

·
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different segments and, depending on

what segments you serve, you need to

choose your tools. If your clients

mostly work in social media, then

you’d better be familiar with crowd-

sourcing technologies and processes. If

you’re particularly interested in trans-

lation for, let’s say, the medical

industry, your emphasis should prob-

ably be on terminology research and

terminology tools. If you’re interested

in other industries, then other tools

need to be emphasized.

Still, I think that any translator

working in a nonliterary field needs to

use and own some kind of a com-

puter-assisted translation tool. As far

as specific tools for specific industries

or segments of an industry, that

depends on what interests you.

Marcela: What recommendation would

you give to translators and LSPs about

differentiating themselves from their

competitors?

Jost: I think the most obvious recom-

mendation is that, unless you are of a

size that allows you to work in many

vertical industries, you specialize in

probably two vertical industries. It’s

very important, I think, for both the

translator and the LSP to know that

they will not be successful in offering

themselves as something good for

everything and anything. You need to

have your specialization, and that’s the

area in which you will succeed.

Of course, if you have chosen a

field of expertise that has been partic-

ularly hit by today’s economic crisis,

that specialization may not have been

advantageous to you lately. Thus,

while I think it is still true that we

need to have a specialization, maybe

what we have learned from the latest

economic crisis is that we need to

have two vertical fields in which we

can work and be an expert—two areas

that can offset each other in case a

crisis repeats itself.  

The other thing I would recom-

mend, just from my own experience,

would again be curiosity. I think that

curiosity about your clients is very

important. Who are your clients?

Show them that you are interested in

them and that you have passion for

what they do. Do not treat them as

“just clients” but as real partners.

Those are ways to differentiate your-

self from other contenders.

Marcela: How can translators benefit

from crowdsourcing and machine

translation?

Jost: I think the question you ask is

interesting because you assume there

will be benefits from machine transla-

tion and crowdsourcing. I think you

are right; there can be. But I think that

many translators have never asked

themselves that question. Many trans-

lators see both crowdsourcing and

machine translation as threats and

have not focused on the benefits they

can have from those new technologies.

I think the reason we have not stepped

into both those areas so far is due to

lack of leadership.

Even companies like Facebook are

still struggling with streamlining their

crowdsourcing efforts, and I think

those are areas where translators can

help. We can become project leaders,

terminology consultants, and infor-

mation hubs for crowdsourcing

groups. We can also look at successful

crowdsourcing projects and learn

from things that those guys have done

right or wrong and work from there.

As for machine translation, I think

there is a real gap between machine

translation developers and translators.

I feel there is a need for both parties to

put the past behind them when they

were not always very friendly to each

other, and to accept that there is now a

need to talk to each other. We transla-

tors need to accept the fact that

machine translation has made

progress in the past few years and that

it is presently finding many applica-

tions. We also need to sell our

expertise to the developers as consult-

ants or as linguistic experts to

improve the output of machine 

translation.  

There is also the area of post-

editing machine translation, which I

think will grow and become a job

description all its own, probably fairly

separate from translation or editing.

In addition, I think there are also very

high-profile jobs available for us in

machine translation, but I think it’s

partly up to us not to wait for the

machine translation engineers to

come out and ask us to work with

them. We should approach the engi-

neers and say, “Look, I have expertise

We can become project leaders, terminology
consultants, and information hubs for 

crowdsourcing groups. 

Insights from the Tech Desk: Sitting Down with Jost Zetzsche Continued 
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you don’t have, and I want to work

with you to make your results better.

What can we do to work together?”

Marcela: Last but not least, what

advice would you give to those just

starting in the translation profession?

Jost: There is quite a bit of talk about

how we translators are proud of our

profession. I think we should be proud

to be language experts and translation

professionals, but I think we need to

define what that pride is actually

about. Why am I proud of my profes-

sion? Why do I say I am a translator

and love to be a translator? What has

gotten lost is that we have not

reflected enough on why it is great to

be a translator. Am I proud to translate

stuff that a machine can do? Not

really, because that is what a machine

can do.

So, I think that newcomers, as well

as people who have been in the

industry for quite a while, need to

learn to separate from the chaff. We

need to say, “I’m proud to be a trans-

lator because I have expertise in areas

that no one else, including no

machine, has. I want to help the

industry to separate the stuff that

computers can do from the stuff that

only I can do, and that’s why I’m

proud to be a translator.” I’m not sure

whether that is really advice for a

newcomer, but it is what defines my

idea of our industry. And it certainly

would not hurt for a newcomer to

have that attitude!

Marcela: It is like saying “express the

passion behind the profession.”

Jost: Yes, but put the passion in the

right place. Do not say, “I’m proud to

be a translator, so I don’t want any-

thing taken away from me.” In reality,

much of what could be taken away

from you and done by machines—

whether through translation memory,

machine translation, or other technolo-

gies—is not a part of that. You should

be proud of those areas that only you

can do, because what is pride if not an

attitude that you are unique in what

you can offer, and, obviously, the

uniqueness only applies if no one else

can do it.

Marcela: Very nice insight. Thank you

very much for sharing all this with us. 

Jost: You’re very welcome, Marcela.

2. Translators must know the source

language and culture well enough

to work from it. If the writer of the

target text is not familiar with the

source language and culture, but

works in collaboration with

someone who is, both must be

given credit.

3. Translators must be skilled writers

in the target language, with abili-

ties comparable to those of edu-

cated native speakers and writers.

4. Translators must be knowledgeable

about what they are translating.

Technical writers must be experts 

in the subject matter. Literary trans-

lators must be familiar with what-

ever genre they are translating.

Mark Herman
Mt. Pleasant, MI

hermanapter@cmsinter.net 
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New Scholarship Announced
American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation
Julia Segall-Derfler Scholarship in Arabic or Hebrew Translation and Interpreting

American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation President Muriel Jérôme-O'Keeffe announced at ATA’s 51st Annual Conference in Denver, Colorado, the establishment of the
Julia Segall-Derfler Scholarship in Arabic or Hebrew Translation and Interpreting.  

The scholarship was established by the generous donation from longtime ATA member Shuckran Kamal to honor her colleague and mentee Julia Segall-Derfler. Segall-Derfler 
was an Arabic translator for the U.S. Department of State. She graduated Magma Cum Laude in 2005 from Georgetown University’s College of Linguistics majoring in Arabic 
language. She was only 24 at the time of her death.

The first scholarship, an annual $1,000 award, will be presented at ATA’s 52nd Annual Conference, October 26-29, 2011, in Boston, Massachusetts.

For more information on the other honors and awards bestowed by ATA and AFTI, please visit: www.atanet.org/membership/honorsandawards.php.

Eligibility:
1. Applicants must be graduate or undergraduate students enrolled in a program leading to a degree in Arabic or Hebrew language 

studies with a focus on translation and/or interpreting at an accredited U.S. college or university.
2. Applicants must be full-time students who have completed at least one year of college or university studies.
3. Generally, an applicant should present a minimum GPA of 3.00 overall and a 3.50 in translation- and interpreting-related courses.
4. Applicants should have at least one year of study remaining in their program; however, in certain circumstances, one residual 

semester may be accepted.
5. Applicants must be U.S. citizens.

Selection Criteria:
1. Demonstrated achievement in translation and/or interpreting;
2. Academic record;
3. One letter of recommendation by faculty or nonacademic supervisor; and
4. A 300-500-word essay outlining the applicant’s interests and goals as they relate to the field of translation or interpreting.

Application Process:
A completed application consists of:
a) A cover letter;
b) One letter of recommendation;
c) The essay; and 
d) A copy of the applicant’s academic record with a copy of the major/minor or other program form, and a departmental statement of admission to the

translation or interpreting program.

Please send the completed application to:
Muriel M. Jérôme-O'Keeffe, President
American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation, Inc.
c/o American Translators Association
225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590
Alexandria, VA 22314

Deadline:
Completed applications must be received by AFTI by September 1, 2011.

Award:
The applications will be reviewed by a national committee. The committee’s decision is final. The scholarship award recipient will be announced during
ATA’s 52nd Annual Conference, October 26-29, 2011, in Boston, Massachusetts. Disbursement of the award will occur at the beginning of the 2012
winter semester.
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See what’s new 
in California 

court interpreting

www.courtinfo.ca.gov/interpreters

International Federation of Translators
Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs

XIX World Congress Bridging Cultures
eAugust 1-4, 2011  l San Francisco, California, USA  l Hilton San Francisco Union Square

The FIT XIX World Congress will bring together
translators, interpreters, terminologists, and other
professionals from all over the world to discuss
topical issues. Educational sessions will be offered
along with events to provide opportunities to 
network, mingle, and socialize.

Learn more at
www.fit2011.org

Congress Registration is Open
To save 20% on registration rates, register by April 15 at
www.fit2011.org/register.htm.

Hilton San Francisco Union Square
333 O'Farrell Street, San Francisco, California, USA 94102 
Phone: +1-415-771-1400

Special FIT Rates: Single = $209 / Double = $229 (exclusive of tax)
Available until July 6, 2011 or as space allows. Includes 50% off 
Internet access in guest room. To make reservations, visit
www.fit2011.org/hotel.htm.
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The School Outreach
Program is proud to present Ana

Safrin as the winner of ATA’s 2009-

2010 School Outreach Contest.

Back to School
An English→Brazilian Portuguese

freelance translator based in Cooper

City, Florida, Ana enjoys playing an

active role in her daughters’ lives, and

when their school hosted a career day

in November 2009, she took the oppor-

tunity to teach second- and third-grade

students about the translation and

interpreting professions. Her presenta-

tion was a truly eye-opening experi-

ence for the children, some of whom

“didn’t know about the wide range of

languages in the world,” she says.

Connecting to Students
Though translation is not always

easily understood by the very young,

Ana succeeded in conveying the basics

of the profession—and snagged the stu-

dents’ interest, too. Her secret: con-

necting the information to what the

students were already studying. “They

had been learning geography, so I

brought out a map and pointed out all

the places where Portuguese is spoken,”

she explains. 

Ana also brought a copy of Audrey

Wood’s popular children’s book The
Napping House and its Portuguese trans-

lation to help the students associate a

specific product with the task of transla-

tion. This visual example proved suc-

cessful, as students were able to compare

the source and translated texts side by

side. The children enjoyed this hands-on

experience and were able to make con-

nections between the two books, she

says. “They liked to see the real thing.”

With a few bilingual students in the

class, Ana was also able to engage the

children in a basic interpreting demon-

stration. When she provided a word in

English, these bilingual volunteers

By Meghan McCallum

Spreading the Word: 
Ana Safrin Wins 
2009-2010 School
Outreach Contest
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would interpret that word for the class.

This helped students understand the dif-

ference between translation and inter-

preting, and again gave the students an

active role in the presentation.

Ana certainly made a strong impres-

sion. She recalls a later day when a

young boy from one of the classes rec-

ognized her in town, crying out “Hey!

You’re the translator!” 

“It was great to know I had left

such a mark on the students,” she says.

Freelance Flexibility and
Professional Development

When it comes to Ana’s everyday

life, the flexibility of freelance work

is important in simultaneously man-

aging parenthood and a career. As a

mother of three, Ana enjoys having

the freedom to plan her work around

her daughters’ schedules. And though

the girls are years away from

choosing careers, Ana recognizes the

value of their language skills.

“I always say that they were born

with a résumé,” says Ana of her bilin-

gual daughters. Jokes aside, however,

she stresses the importance of profes-

sional training for translators. While

bilingualism is a great foundation, trans-

lators need to hone other skills as well. 

“It’s not just about knowing two

languages,” she adds. “A translator

not only has to understand both lan-

guages, but also has to write well and

have other techniques, too,” she adds. 

When she first entered the profes-

sion, Ana enrolled in online translation

courses that focused on many skills

beyond the mastering of two languages.

She encourages others interested in the

profession to take advantage of such

training opportunities.

More recently, Ana completed an

online course in subtitling. While her

specialties currently lie in marketing

and legal translation, she is eager to

learn more about other parts of the field.

“My New Year’s resolution is to explore

the subtitling market,” Ana says.

Understanding the Basics
While translation courses are com-

monly geared toward students university

age and higher, it is still important to

help children understand the basics, Ana

stresses. She recommends “bringing the

profession to their world” by showing

them how translation is already a part of

their daily lives. Instead of showing

children a legal translation, for example,

passing around a familiar product with a

bilingual label is much more effective.

When Ana talks to young students

about translation, she hopes to help

them understand that translation is a

professional option for them. She

notes that adults and young children

alike need to acknowledge that trans-

lation is not just a hobby—it is some-

thing these students can seriously

consider for their future.  

“We need to show children how translation is already 
a part of their daily lives—to bring the 

profession into their world.”

Ana Safrin gave students an active role in the presentation.

Now Open: 2010-2011 ATA School Outreach Contest

Make a School Outreach presentation this year, and you could win free registration to ATA’s 52nd
Annual Conference in Boston, Massachusetts, October 26-29, 2011. To learn how to enter, visit
www.atanet.org, click on the CAREERS tab, and choose School Outreach.
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I just finished laboring
over a long Excel spreadsheet of

plumbing terms. Each cell had a word

or two only, and no context was given.

It seemed to take forever to get

through, and even when I was finished,

I had almost no idea what the material

was about. In contrast, just yesterday I

completed a much longer document

concerning the rules for exporting

meat products to the United States.

Despite its length, the food regulation

document seemed to go much faster; it

certainly was more enjoyable. Yet in

the end, I received the same per-word

rate for each assignment, even though

the Excel material was more time-con-

suming. Once again I was left won-

dering how we translators set our rates.

You do not have to belong to ATA

for very long before realizing that dis-

cussing individual rates is absolutely

taboo. Since being investigated by the

Federal Trade Commission in the

1990s for what was considered collu-

sion in price-fixing, the Association has

been very careful to stay away from

any kind of direct information on set-

ting rates. (A detailed summary of

ATA’s antitrust policy appeared in a

past issue of The ATA Chronicle.1) On

the other hand, the Association does

publish a survey every few years on the

compensation that translators and inter-

preters in general report, and it seems

that this kind of general discussion is

permissible.2 ATA even provides a

simple earnings calculator to help you

determine a projected income.3

Taking my cue from this ability to

present generalities on rates and fees, I

would like to offer some thoughts on

how one might figure out what to

charge for translation on a per-word

basis. Most translators seem to be paid

by the word, so setting a rate is often a

bit of a puzzle. My suggestion here is

that you can get an idea of what to

charge by first determining how much

you want to make and how much time

you are willing to spend at work. 

This approach is based on the

assumption that most translators have

some target income in mind. If you

have such a number and are realistic

about how much time you are willing

to work, this information can be

useful when deciding what to charge.

Simply put, if you know your target

income and projected working hours,

you can use this as the basis to calcu-

late your rate. 

Of course, you have to know what

is in the realm of the possible. You

cannot just say that you would like to

earn some inordinately high sum—

say, $500,000 a year—and then set

your rates in a way that would allow

you to achieve that amount. It should

be pretty clear to everyone that you

are not going to get very much busi-

ness that way. This means that you

must have, at minimum, a few years

of translation experience so that you

can see what kind of income to

By Lawrence Schofer

WORD
How 
Much

Per Word?
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expect. You might want to go up from

there, or you might possibly be

willing to give up some income to

gain more leisure hours.

In order to avoid any problem with

price-fixing in this article, I am going

to use some large round numbers in

my examples, but it should be rela-

tively simple to adjust those to suit

your individual situation. My inde-

pendent variables in this mix include

how many days per year and how

many hours per day you want to work.

From these numbers, you can then

calculate an hourly rate. From there,

the rate per word—which seems to be

the most common way of getting

paid—becomes a variable dependent

on other factors.

Doing the Math
Calculating Average Number of Days

Worked: Let’s start with a year of 52

workweeks, 365 days. Do you wish to

work five, six, or seven days a week?

Perhaps you are willing to work seven

days a week on special projects and

then maybe take some time off. What

you need is an average number of days

per week. For this example, I would

like to suggest a workweek of 5.5

days. To calculate the number of

workdays per year, do the following:

52 (workweeks) 

x 5.5 (days in a workweek) 

= 286 workdays per year.

Calculating Holidays, Vacation, Sick/

Personal Days: Now it is time to

decide how many holidays you intend

to take. In the U.S., assume that you

will at least take the major holidays,

such as Memorial Day, July 4th, Labor

Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas Day,

and New Year’s Day. For other coun-

tries, you might add bank holidays,

Easter Monday, or other country-spe-

cific holidays. If you are strict, that is

eight days for holidays.

Then we have vacation. If you are

an American, you are used to taking

less time off than if you are European,

but in either case I assume that you

would want to take at least three

weeks of vacation in a year (16.5

workdays). Now we need to consider

sick days, trips to the doctor, family

obligations, and occasional days off to

paint your house, buy new furniture,

and attend to other errands. For the

sake of argument, let’s say there are

11 days of this sort (two workweeks).

So now we have 286 workdays

minus 8 holidays, 16.5 days of vaca-

tion, and 11 miscellaneous days.

Subtract an additional four days for

continuing education. I suspect that if

we are honest with ourselves we

would take even more days off, but for

the purposes of this example this leads

to 246.5 workdays, or about 45 work-

weeks in the year. In other words:  

286 (total workdays) 

- 8 (holidays) 

- 11 (personal and sick days)

- 16.5 (vacation days)

- 4 (continuing education days)

Total available work time

= 246.5 workdays

Calculating Hours Per Workday: Now

we have another issue with which to

deal, namely the number of hours that

one works each day. Of course this is

variable, and I suspect that many trans-

lators will work very long hours on cer-

tain days to get a particular project

If you know your target income and how many hours
you wish to work, you can use this as the basis to

calculate a rate. 

·

Length of workweek 5.5 days

Weeks in a year 52 weeks

Available workdays in a year 52 x 5.5 = 286 workdays

Holidays - 8 days

Personal and sick days - 11 days

Vacation days - 16.5 days

Continuing education - 4 days

Available work time = 246.5 days 

Available work hours 246.5 days x 9 hours per day = 2,218.5 hours

Table 1: Calculating Available Work Hours
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How Much Per Word? Continued 

done, but do you really expect to work

12 or 13 hours every day? There may be

some people who do, but I think that for

most of us such a work schedule is

impossible to maintain either for phys-

ical reasons or because there is not that

much call for our services. Let’s take a

more reasonable number, such as nine

hours per day. That is longer than what

trade unions have long fought for, but

since most translators are probably self-

employed, I would hazard a guess that

this is a good number. Now let’s take

our nine-hour day and plug this number

into the bigger equation on which we

have been working. Table 1 on page 19

offers a simple formula for estimating

the total number of available work

hours using the numbers from the pre-

vious paragraphs.

Overhead
We now come to the perennial

problem of overhead. When you study

cost accounting, there is always an

issue of how to allocate non-revenue-

generating activities to the various

departments. Freelance translators

have to face up to the same problem.

In addition to recordkeeping and

invoicing, we must also consider the

time we spend evaluating possible

projects, e-mailing translation agen-

cies, learning new software programs,

reading material related to our areas

of specialization, and other tasks that

do not factor into the generation of

revenue. My experience and my

impression from what others have

written is that we need to assign at

least 30% of our working time to such

overhead tasks. Some people may

consider that an exaggerated figure,

but I would contend that for most of

us it is probably too low. 

I use 30% for the purposes of this

article, but this figure can be adjusted.

Using the numbers from our previous

calculations, let’s look at the time we

have available for revenue-creating

translation work:

1. 246.5 days x 9 hours per day =

2,218.5 total working hours.

2. 2,218.5 hours x 30% overhead hours

= 665.55 total overhead hours.

3. 2,218.5 hours - 665.55  hours =

1,552.95 total revenue-generating

hours.

The total revenue-generating hours

(1,552.95) is the magic number: the

number of hours for which we actually

get paid in this scenario.

Of course, you can adjust this

number just by changing some of the

assumptions with regard to length of

vacation, number of personal days,

number of days dedicated to contin-

uing education, or hours worked per

day, but I think it is important that you

retain the 30% overhead figure. If you

do not, you will be deceiving yourself.

You might even get a more realistic

number of revenue-generating hours

by keeping a diary of exactly how

many hours you work per day. If you

do this for a month, you will be able to

derive a personal overhead percentage.

Desired Income
And now the true independent

variable—your desired income, which

equals your annual working hours

divided by how much you wish to

earn per hour. For example, if your

target income is $500,000, then your

hourly rate would be $321.96. How

did we get this?

• $500,000 target income 

divided by 1,552.95 total 

revenue-generating hours 

= $321.96 per hour.

Just substitute these numbers with

your own target income and target

hours to get a more individualized

hourly rate.

Once you have an estimated hourly

rate, it can be applied to any text that is

received for the popular mode of per-

word reimbursement. For example, if

you receive a patent that you can trans-

late at 200 words per hour, you should

convert that effort into a per-word rate.

If your text is a series of nontechnical

e-mails that you estimate can be trans-

lated at 750 words per hour, then you

can charge one-fourth as much to gen-

erate the same income. Using our same

base example, we find:

(Hourly rate) divided by (words per

hour) = per-word rate

For a very difficult text of 200 words

per hour:

$321.96 (per hour) divided by 200

(words per hour) = $1.61 per word 

For a relatively easy text of 750

words per hour:

$321.96 (per hour) divided by 750

(words per hour) = $.43 per word

This is a simple formula. Just plug

in your own numbers to get an individ-

ualized result. If you provide a more

realistic target income, you may be

surprised at the results of your calcula-

tions when you approach an easy text.

(Try it with 800 words an hour and

you may find that sometimes it does

not hurt to accept what seems to be a

low offer from a translation agency.) 

Remember that the numbers you

see reflect the target income and the

difficulty of the texts involved. If the

numbers you are coming up with

make you feel uncomfortable, you

may want to juggle them a bit so that

some fees do not appear too high or

too low. If you do this, remember that
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the numbers must be balanced in

order to meet your target income. In

the real world, we do not change our

rates for each new project, and many

of us assume that the easier material

will be balanced by more time-con-

suming projects. For example, the

plumbing spreadsheet I discussed at

the beginning of this article was bal-

anced by the more standard document

I received on food regulation. 

I have assembled this material to

take some of the mystery out of set-

ting a per-word rate. Most people will

continue to use a single set rate that

does not vary according to the job, but

I contend that you should do an exer-

cise like the one just discussed to get

a better sense of your business posi-

tion. You may decide not to adjust

your rates, but I urge you to calculate

a desired hourly income, since this

may help you decide whether to

accept or reject certain jobs. You may

decide that a very difficult assignment

that involves translating 150 words

per hour is not a good use of your

time. On the other hand, a really

straightforward text on a very boring

topic may be attractive to you if you

think you can zoom through it at

1,000 words per hour.

So, if you have set your target

annual income and have a realistic

estimate of how much time you wish

to spend working, all the rest falls in

place. As the Talmudic sage Hillel the

Elder commented in another situation,

that is the essence. All the rest is com-

mentary; go forth and learn.

What about Taxes?
And now a word about taxes.

These are gross amounts, and it is

quite easy to underestimate the tax

burden. For this example, I will use

the U.S. tax system.

Suppose you are in the 25% federal

tax bracket, meaning that you will pay

25% of the last taxable dollar for 

federal taxes. As an independent 

contractor, you will pay 12.4% self-

employment tax on the first $106,800,

plus 2.9% of your total taxable

income for Medicare. If your state has

income tax, you must pay that, plus

any municipal tax. If you itemize

deductions, you may be able to take a

deduction for either state and local

sales taxes or for state and local

income taxes. (See Table 2.)

From this example it is clear that the

self-employed person who has no regular

tax deductions must observe the differ-

ence between gross and net income very

carefully. “Take-home pay” is a popular

concept for salaried employees, but it is

very misleading when your income is

received in a gross amount. To talk about

the marginal federal rate is to ignore a

very real burden of other taxes. The

listing of taxes in Table 2 refers to U.S.

taxpayers, but it should not be difficult to

substitute these numbers with the taxes 

that apply to your own locale. 

You must have, at minimum, a few years of translation
experience so that you can see what kind 

of income to expect.

Table 2: Calculation of after-tax income for U.S. taxpayers

Continued on p. 45

Federal income tax

State tax (if applicable)

Municipal tax (if applicable)

Self-employment tax 
(Social Security)

Medicare 

Deduct: Local taxes deductible on
federal return

Total after-tax amount under
$106,800 (amount subject to Social
Security self-employment tax)

Total after-tax amount for
amounts over $106,800
(Amount not subject to Social
Security self-employment tax)

25% (varies)

4%

3%

12.4%

2.9%

Deduct (4% + 3%) x 25% federal tax
= 1.75%
47.3% (total of lines 1-5 above) - 1.75% 
= 45.5%

$106,800 reduced by 45.5% 

Amount over $106,800 reduced by 33.1%
(taxes on amount not subject to 
self-employment tax)
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Note: Consulting this article does not
create an attorney-client relationship,
and nothing in this article is offered as
legal advice. Legal information given
here focuses on U.S. law only. Laws
are subject to change, and laws of spe-
cific jurisdictions may differ substan-
tially from what is stated in this article.
For help with actual legal issues, con-
sult an attorney licensed to practice in
a relevant jurisdiction.

The Translator: In 2002, I co-

authored an article for this magazine

detailing my unhappy excursion into

the thorny world of copyright (“A Jog

Through the Juniper: A Translator’s

Unhappy Excursion into the

Copyright Thicket”).1 The unwitting

metaphor in the title came from an

exasperated author whose novel I had

just translated at the time. Un bel
ginepraio! Giovanni, the author with

whom I was working, exclaimed after

a lengthy and frustrating exchange just

before we stopped communicating

altogether and fell into a hostile, mutu-

ally wounded silence. Ginepraio is one

of those wonderful Italian words that

have both a literal and a figurative

meaning. Literally speaking, it refers

to a juniper thicket, a dense growth of

evergreen shrubs that is characteristi-

cally thick, prickly, and impenetrable.

On a figurative level it signifies a

“fix.” A fine predicament. A tight spot.

What a pickle. Any way you look at it,

not a pleasant place to be.

After finally making my way out

of that particular prickly tangle, I

never thought I would stumble back

in. Yet I have, or narrowly avoided it,

a number of times. Judging from the

huge interest in (and confusion about)

the subject of copyright and contracts

in general—I constantly see questions

from translators desperately seeking

advice—I suspect I am not the only

one to set off on an innocent ramble

only to get trapped in the impene-

trable thicket of the “c” words: copy-

right and contract law. Having gained

many additional scratches and scars

while making my way through that

ginepraio over the years, I thought it

might be helpful to share more of

these experiences with others.

Attorney Jeffrey S. Ankrom, whose

interests include publishing law and

the intellectual property issues facing

literary translators, graciously agreed

to provide legal commentary to help

me find my way. 

THE LAWYER: When an author, trans-

lator, or publishing professional has

accurate information about copyright

and contracts, the path is less difficult

for everyone involved. These two legal

varieties—copyright law and contract

law—are related: they involve certain

rights and how rights can be transferred

from one party to another. For example,

under copyright law, the rights to a lit-

erary work normally start with the cre-

ator, from the moment the work is set to

paper (or hard drive, audio tape, etc.).

Under contract law, our literary creator

Another Jog Through the Juniper: 
A Translator’s Further Excursions
into the Copyright Thicket

By Anne Milano Appel with legal commentary by Jeffrey S. Ankrom
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may grant permission to someone else

to publish her work, to perform it in

public, to translate it, and so forth. 

Like bushes that have grown up

together, copyright and contract law

are enmeshed. For example, copyright

law requires written contracts for cer-

tain transfers of rights (such as the

granting of “exclusive rights” or the

designation of a translation by an inde-

pendent contractor as a “work made

for hire”). Almost any right arising

under copyright law can be transferred

to someone else—either root and

stock, or in infinite combinations of

selected branches and twigs. Copy -

right and contract law allow authors,

translators, and publishers tremendous

flexibility in the creation of contracts.

Despite this legal flexibility, some

publishers offer contracts on a take-it-

or-leave-it basis—and they are free to

do business that way. (Some countries,

including various members of the

European Union, have guidelines for

publishing contracts to ensure that

they meet certain standards and

address the essential issues.)

Getting back to our thicket, not

only do we face an interwoven mass

where copyright and contract law

meet, but this vegetative mass is made

up of multiple varieties of copyright

and contract law. Translations are,

more often than not, international

enterprises: sometimes more than one

country’s law was involved when the

work was created and published.

Businesses may have been sold. The

author’s rights under law or the con-

tract may have changed hands without

attracting the author’s notice. This cre-

ates issues when, for example, a trans-

lator and her publisher want to bring

the tempest-tossed work into another

country with a different legal system.

England and many of its former

holdings (including the U.S.) have

their various systems of copyright

laws; much of the rest of the world

has author’s rights, which vary from

nation to nation. (This is, generally,

the distinction between the common

law countries and the civil law coun-

tries.) The variation between national

systems is reduced by the fact that

most countries belong to the Berne

Convention and have signed the

Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual

Property Rights (TRIPs) Agreement

(under the World Trade Organization).

Publishing contracts are subject, of

course, to contract law—the domain

of agreements between individuals,

businesses, and/or other entities.

Some countries have a system of con-

tract law for the entire nation, but

others (such as the U.S.) have contract

laws that vary from one state or

province to the next. While the thicket

looks messy at first, for the purposes

of understanding the situations pre-

sented in this article, all we have to do

is enter into the logic of

• an Italian “author’s rights” juniper, 

• an Italian contract shrub,

• perhaps a French or German con-

tract hedge, if some previous trans-

lation has appeared,

• a thorny American copyright bush,

and a bramble of state contract law,

typically that of the state where the

U.S. publisher is based.

To supplement this discussion, we

have listed some related resources on

page 31.

An Innocent Ramble Turns Prickly
THE TRANSLATOR: My latest foray into

the ginepraio started out innocently,

even happily, enough. It was

November. An editor from Publisher A

had been reading a review of a transla-

tion of mine that had been published

recently by Publisher B. She had just

purchased the rights to a delightful

Italian novel and contacted me to see

if I might be interested in translating

it. After a very cordial and mutually

satisfying phone conversation, the

usual steps ensued. A hard copy of the

book arrived in the mail, I read it

eagerly, I agreed to do a sample, all

parties involved (editor, author, agent)

loved the sample, and by the end of

December we were off and…well, not

running, more like limping. 

The first signs that prickly foliage

was somehow springing up around us

appeared when we started talking

about my fee. It appears that the par-

ties had seriously underestimated

what a quality translation would cost.

Moreover, the payment arrangement

was an unusual one: the translator was

to be paid by the author, not the pub-

lisher, with the money coming from

the author’s advance. From the very

first this set off a few alarm bells, but

they were distant. In the usual

euphoria that surrounds the start of

any new project, I felt I addressed the

issue by telling the editor that regard-

less of who was paying for the trans-

lation, I expected my contract would

be with the publisher, since there were

numerous publication and copy-

Like bushes that have grown up together, copyright and
contract law are enmeshed.

·
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right issues to be addressed in addi-

tion to payment. At the time, what I

thought I heard from her was agree-

ment, but in retrospect it was probably

just a noncommittal “uh-huh.” We

hear what we want to hear.

THE LAWYER: In some countries

(including many European Union

states), standard fees are negotiated

between translators’ groups and pub-

lishers’ groups. I know of nothing

comparable in the United States. To

complicate matters further, if freelance

translators get together and agree on

what they will charge their clients, the

translators may have violated anti-

trust laws. Negotiating the fee sepa-

rately from other issues may be a

mistake: imagine agreeing on the price

in a restaurant and then negotiating

what you will get for your money.

Re-entering the Thicket
THE TRANSLATOR: We did manage to

agree on my proposed fee, at least in a

general sense: of course they wanted

me to be “adequately compensated.”

By this time it was February. Since the

hitch appeared to be money, I sug-

gested some alternatives, ingenuously

believing that I was part of the negotia-

tion process. In the interest of being

flexible, I stated, I would be willing to

consider lowering my original pro-

posal, provided some effort at compen-

sation was made to offset the difference.

For example, perhaps the publisher

could cover the difference. Or there

might be the possibility of some combi-

nation of translation fee and royalties.

Also, if the English translation were

licensed to a publisher elsewhere—the

U.K., Australia, Canada—perhaps there

could be additional compensation

coming to me to offset any low rate I

might agree to initially.

THE LAWYER: Producing a good con-

tract—one that satisfies all parties—

often requires the kind of creativity

our adventurer describes. Some pub-

lishers welcome such negotiation.

Others forbid their editors to alter the

language of the contract, even when

the “standard contract” includes con-

tradictions or nonsensical provisions.

THE TRANSLATOR: There was neither

acceptance nor a counter-offer to any

of these ideas, though everyone con-

tinued to agree that I should receive

fair compensation for my work. At this

point the editor announced that all

contracts (between publisher and

author, to which I was not privy) had

to be redrafted, and the author’s agent

suggested that I could maybe “get

started in the meantime.” Though I

knew this would be a risk on my part,

I allowed as how I might be willing to

consider beginning without a contract,

provided we could agree to the pay-

ment, timeframe, and other terms that

such a contract might include—most

importantly, who would be commis-

sioning the work. I reiterated that my

contract should be with the publisher,

regardless of how payment issues

were managed. All of this met with

silence. I, of course, did not begin the

work. 

THE LAWYER: In some countries (such

as France, but not the U.S.), pub-

lishing contracts often begin with a

signed agreement about some funda-

mental terms; the full contract gener-

ally comes soon thereafter. In negoti-

ating a contract, it helps to get a copy

of the publisher’s usual (“boilerplate”)

contract language and amend it as

negotiations move forward. At min-

imum, someone needs to maintain a

listing of contract terms under discus-

sion and contract terms already agreed

upon. The negotiations can then be

about a number of specifics at once.

Consistently sharing an up-to-date

draft of the contract with all the nego-

tiating parties (translator, author or

agent, and publisher) can also reduce

the risk of nasty surprises, hurt feel-

ings, and long delays.

THE TRANSLATOR: It was mid-March

when I first learned that the agent

assumed that my contract would be

with the author and not the publisher. I

appealed to the editor, reminding her

that my contract should be with the

publisher, since it would have to cover

numerous other issues related to publi-

cation: delivery and acceptance,

credits, copyright, grant of rights,

review and revision of proofs, and so

on. Moreover, someone actually had to

authorize the English translation, and

such authorization could only come

from the rights-holder, which I

assumed was the publisher, though 

it might have been the author.

Somewhere along the line I suggested a

three-party agreement to address both

payment and editorial/publication

Another Jog Through the Juniper: A Translator’s Further Excursions into the Copyright Thicket Continued 

I am not the only one to set off on an innocent ramble
only to get trapped in the impenetrable thicket of the

“c” words: copyright and contract law.
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issues. More silence: not a very pro-

ductive way to work things out. At this

point it appeared we were at an impasse

and it seemed that this project might be

“the one that got away.” I began

musing on the fact that while thickets

are impenetrable to mortals like me,

hopelessly caught in their branches,

they provide great cover for birds and

other creatures trying to be evasive.

THE LAWYER: If the author has an

agent, expect the agent to negotiate on

behalf of the author from the begin-

ning. Communication with authors

can be important—and risky. Many

authors (being human) cannot find

their contracts and have forgotten

whether they or their publishers con-

trol translation rights. Authors cannot

grant any legal rights that they no

longer hold, so an author’s permission

and blessing might have no direct

legal relevance. Sometimes translation

rights for all languages and all coun-

tries have been acquired by the pub-

lisher of an earlier translation.

THE TRANSLATOR: In mid-April, the

editor wrote unexpectedly to say “it’s

a go!” She told me they were

“preparing amendments and tax forms

and requisite paperwork, but the main

news is: WE DID IT.” Well, that

sounded positive. Still under the

assumption that a contract with me

would follow once the author’s con-

cerns were squared away, I quickly

sent the editor a list addressing my

issues: “I know you are still ironing

out contract issues with the author and

that it will be a while before you will

be ready to deal with mine. Still, I

wanted to pass along to you a couple

of things that are important to me in a

contract.” Silence. By the end of April

I was still waiting not-so-patiently and

with fingers crossed, to no avail.

When mid-May had come and gone, I

managed to reach the editor by phone.

She told me she was still waiting for

an amendment to the author’s con-

tract. With regard to a translation con-

tract, she waffled. This time instead of

agreement, she was definitely making

ambiguous noises of some sort, vague

assurances that I later saw were mean-

ingless. When she said that she had

forwarded my list of contract issues to

her legal department and that she

would follow up with them, I began

having serious doubts.

THE LAWYER: A translator’s concerns

should be shared—in writing—from

very early in the process. A prolonged

flurry of little queries, suggestions,

and requests can be counterproduc-

tive. If important new points arise,

however, the translator’s counterparts

need to know promptly. Do not save

critical issues for the moment when

others think the Gordian knot has been

undone.

In Deeper and Deeper
THE TRANSLATOR: I heard nothing for

another month and a half. Then, at the

very end of June, the agent wrote to

say that they had finalized their con-

tract with the publisher and that the

editor told her that my contract would

be with the author, not the publisher:

“She told me that since the contract

will be between you and us, we should

work it out.” Bombshell. At first I sug-

gested a simple letter of agreement

with the author that would cover the

payment arrangements and allow me

to get started. Meanwhile, I reasoned,

a contract could be worked out

between me and the publisher to cover

editorial and publication issues. This

seemed feasible to me, but the editor

came back with: “Unfortunately,

Contracts Department cannot draft a

letter of agreement as you are not in

[the publisher’s] ‘employ.’ Any publi-

cation issues would have to be covered

in your letter with [the author].” A fine

conundrum—un bel ginepraio!—since

the author, of course, could not bind

the publisher.

THE LAWYER: A translator’s contract

with an author might require the

author to secure—and to present to the

translator—the publisher’s written

agreement to certain terms, such as the

translator’s role (as the author’s desig-

nated representative) in checking

proofs and approving the final text.

Even without agreement from the pub-

lisher, the author can be bound by the

agreement to provide the proofs to the

translator and to respect the trans-

lator’s emendations, if any.

THE TRANSLATOR: We seemed to be

going around in circles. The elephant

in the room, which was not mentioned

until the author’s agent and I had gone

through five drafts of an agreement,

was the matter of rights. When I was

finally given a copy of the author’s

contract with the publisher, I saw that

she had already granted the pub-

Copyright and contract law allow authors, translators,
and publishers tremendous flexibility in the 

creation of contracts.

·
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lisher rights to the English translation,

which she had not yet acquired and

which were therefore not hers to grant!

The next surprise came from the

agent, who said, “Since this contract is

between us, the translator must grant

rights to the author, who will then

transfer them to the publisher.” I felt I

really did not have a choice at this

point. It was a bit like cooking the

frog, and I was the frog. In the end,

work it out we did, but not without the

process leaving me disillusioned and

trapped once again in the selva oscura
of the thicket. Not to mention won-

dering if I will end up having to claw

my way through the impenetrable

legal brush. Though in the end I

granted the author “the right to publish

the Work” for the term of the copy-

right, I am not at all certain about what

this “right to publish” includes and

what is actually granted to her pub-

lisher. The right to print and distribute

the work? In any and all formats?

What about sound or film editions? Or

licensing to another publisher?

THE LAWYER: Business is business. The

negotiation of a book contract should, in

my opinion, start with proposals on all

the significant issues, such as those

listed a little later in this article.

Introduce the elephant when the party

begins. For example, “Forgive my

asking this so early, but am I right to

assume that rights will be handled in the

following manner...?” Presenting draft

language for the contract helps to move

the discussion forward.

“The copyright” or “the rights” to a

translation are not a package that one

either has or does not have. Copyright

is a “bundle of rights.” A publishing

contract normally deals with specific

rights in different ways (e.g., with dif-

ferent royalty rates for print publica-

tion, electronic publication, and income

from dramatic adaptations, reprints

from other publishers, and so forth).

Indeed, these various rights might

eventually be licensed out individually

to a number of specialized publishers.  

What about “the right to publish

the Work”? Two items in the copy-

right “bundle of rights” are the right

to reproduce the work and the right to

distribute copies of the work. Unless

the translator gives someone (the

author or publisher or webmaster) a

“right to publish the Work,” the trans-

lation can go no further than the trans-

lator’s desk drawer.  

Another item in the copyright

bundle is the right to make a deriva-

tive work, which includes the right to

translate the work. An individual right

such as this can be divided into an

infinite number of fractions, with

narrow grants of rights such as “North

American English-language transla-

tion rights for nonprofit radio use

only.” In theory, each of these indi-

vidual rights can be granted to a dif-

ferent person or business. There is no

catalogue or complete checklist of the

possibilities. The parties to a contract

simply have to discuss what they want

and make a deal. 

Some people want their contracts

to be as short and simple as possible,

but the lack of detail increases the risk

of conflict later. Courts in different

states have reached conflicting con-

clusions about how to interpret older

contracts that do not mention elec-

tronic media. The short answer is that

the first discussion about contracts

should address which formats are

included or excluded, whether the

publisher can license the work to

others for reprinting in the original

format, what royalty rates will apply

in each case, and so forth. Including

these details in the contract can pre-

vent problems in the future.

One thing is certain: publishers

cannot afford to negotiate a new agree-

ment every time they need to print

more copies, export to a new market,

authorize an electronic edition, or

donate copies to schools in developing

countries. A good contract allows the

publisher to make appropriate uses of

the work and gives the author and

translator reasonable compensation.

Breadcrumbs, Anyone?
THE TRANSLATOR: Thickets may be

great places for birds like cardinals

and quail who hang out deep in those

criss-crossed branches, but other than

resorting to the Hansel and Gretel

stratagem of dropping crumbs, what

can a translator do to find her way out

of the tangle? To begin, one needs to

be aware of the particular type of

ginepraio with which she is dealing. Is

the party to the contract a publisher or

an author? Is it a formal written con-

tract? A simple letter of agreement? A

Another Jog Through the Juniper: A Translator’s Further Excursions into the Copyright Thicket Continued 

In negotiating a contract, it helps to get a copy of the
publisher’s usual (“boilerplate”) contract language and

amend it as negotiations move forward.
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gentleman’s agreement based on a

handshake or a series of informal 

e-mail correspondence? If written,

who is drafting and proposing the con-

tract? Are negotiations part of the 

parties’ expectations? What other

expectations do the parties have?

THE LAWYER: In trying to resolve con-

tract disputes, a court generally looks

for the strongest evidence of what the

parties actually agreed upon. The

format of the evidence—letters, e-mail,

signed agreements, testimony about

earlier conversations, and so forth—is a

secondary question, though some kinds

of contract are enforceable only if in a

signed writing (e.g., a “work made for

hire” agreement or an exclusive

license). Obviously, it is best to get a

signed contract that memorializes

everything that the parties agreed upon.

Remember that your own memory may

fade, and that your future nemesis in a

contract dispute may be that kindly

author’s hypercaffeinated son-in-law.

Handshake deals are best limited to

simple, short-term transactions.

Legally, the more important cate-

gories of a translation agreement would

be assignments of rights (such as work-

made-for-hire contracts), nonexclusive
contracts, and exclusive contracts.  

When the translator assigns all

rights to the translation, she perma-

nently transfers her rights to someone

else, like giving up a child for adop-

tion. (The child does not “revert” to

the birth parent when reaching a cer-

tain age.) A “work made for hire”

agreement is forever.

If the translator grants a nonexclu-
sive license, she allows others to use

the translation but keeps open the

option of making additional deals.

(“You may perform my translation of

Carmen in your theater, but I’m

keeping the right to authorize per-

formances in other theaters, too.”) 

If the translator grants an exclusive
license to a publisher, she agrees not to

give anyone else the same rights, and

allows the publisher to grant licenses

to third parties. (“You can publish my

translation of Beowulf, and you alone

shall have the right to decide who else

can publish this translation.”)

Contracts with Publishers:
Occasionally Obscure Waters
THE TRANSLATOR: Let’s start with con-

tracts with publishers. A couple of

years ago, I attended a reading by

Edith Grossman at the Center for the

Art of Translation in San Francisco.

Asked if she herself negotiated her

publishing contracts, the veteran trans-

lator emphatically stated that she

would never dream of entering those

“shark-infested waters” without the

able assistance of an attorney. Though

I can see her point, unless a translator

can command top dollar she might be

hard-pressed to afford legal counsel.

My own experience has relied solely

on a self-help approach, and we can

see where that has landed me.

THE LAWYER: Many lawyers do some

pro bono work or work at reduced rates

for people of limited means. Some cities

have chapters of Volunteer Lawyers for

the Arts or similar organizations; some

law schools have intellectual property

clinics. State-supported offices coordi-

nating pro bono services can sometimes

find an attorney with relevant knowl-

edge and experience. Clever people

have been known to try to find the best

attorney for a specific problem and then

to say, “I can afford one hour of your

time. Is it worth my time and money to

come in for an hour?”

Note that in the U.S., attorneys are

limited to practice within specific

jurisdictions. If a translator is seeking

advice on contract matters, she could,

for example, consult an attorney in the

state where she lives, the state where

she works, or the state whose law is

designated in a particular contract.  

One should be very cautious when

seeking legal information from non-

governmental sources online: well-

meaning people have posted a lot of

toxic misinformation. Resources such

as PEN American Center are valuable,

and public libraries generally have

legal self-help books published by

Nolo, a publisher of self-help material

for simple legal matters. That said,

people sometimes lose important

rights when they try to adapt forms

they got from a book but did not quite

understand.

THE TRANSLATOR: Of course, before

worrying about a contract one must

find a publisher. Though there is no

magic formula for landing a book con-

tract with a publisher, you never know

what you might find—serendipity

often comes into play—or what

chance opening and opportunity

(Machiavelli’s fortuna and occasione)

you may be presented. It is important

to be persistent and prepared so that

you can recognize (or create) the

opportunity and take advantage of it

when it comes along. 

Once you have a publisher and

A prolonged flurry of little queries, suggestions, and
requests can be counterproductive.
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embark on contract negotiations, what

kinds of dangers are apt to be lurking

in those “shark-infested waters”? On a

positive note, the waters are generally

clearer here than they would be when

dealing directly with an author

(murkier territory), since publishers

generally have a standard contract that

they will present to you. Still, “clear”

might not be the best choice of adjec-

tive, as these lengthy, multi-page docu-

ments (in the tiniest of print, of course)

are full of very complex terms that, not

surprisingly, favor the publisher. Add

to that the “foreign” language in which

they are written (i.e., legalese), and the

hapless translator can easily be led

astray into the thorny thicket. I have

been offered contracts with one-sided

“hold harmless” clauses that shame-

lessly hold only the publisher harm-

less; others which do not actually

define what constitutes “acceptance,”

though one’s final payment is tied to

this term; and so on. I once fell into the

trap of a contract that called for royal-

ties only on the publisher’s edition

though not on any editions subse-

quently licensed by that house. 

THE LAWYER: Some publishing con-

tracts are reasonable, fair, and well

written; some are one-sided, exploita-

tive, and badly drafted. There is no

shame in asking questions and

requesting changes. Depending on the

terms of the contract, however, the

publisher might not be bound by an

editor’s explanation of contract terms.

THE TRANSLATOR: And then there is the

very important matter of proofs.

Reader, beware! The few Italian pub-

lishers with which I have dealt never

mentioned such a thing as the trans-

lator’s right to review the proofs, nor

did a very early contract I signed with a

U.S. publisher, and it never occurred to

me to ask for such a clause. I blithely

assumed that I would be asked to

review the proofs after the editors had a

go at my work. In the latter case, I con-

fidently continued to proffer my avail-

ability for the task, only to be politely

ignored. Not only that, but the author

decided to throw in some new material

at the last minute, and since I was on

vacation at the time, the publisher

allowed another translator to translate

it. The published work bears my name

and my copyright, but there is no way

of distinguishing the parts (albeit few)

that were translated by someone else.

As I see it, this may have violated one

of the so-called “moral rights” of a

translator, namely, a “right to the

integrity of the work.” However, since

moral rights are practically nonexistent

in the U.S., unlike in some other coun-

tries, the point is moot. 

THE LAWYER: Caution! “Moral rights”

is a technical legal term, not a refer-

ence to a philosophical or ethical posi-

tion. Countries belonging to the Berne

Convention have agreed to give artists

and literary creators certain enforce-

able legal rights in their national laws.

(The U.S. got around this requirement

on the notion that American trademark

law and other legal regimes established

something analogous to moral rights.)

Moral rights in France, for

example, include: 1) a right of pater-
nity: a legal right to be identified as

the author of one’s work, as well as a

right not to be identified as the author

of something one did not create; 2) a

right to the integrity of the work—a

right not to have one’s work distorted

or mutilated in a way that would

damage the creator’s reputation; and

3) a right of withdrawal, so an author

who is now horrified by what she

wrote earlier in her career can remove

it from the market. (Withdrawing the

work can involve compensating the

publisher and others.) Strictly

speaking, the U.S. has “moral rights”

laws only for very limited examples

of the visual arts, not literature.

THE TRANSLATOR: Beyond this, most

standard contracts make it sound as

though reviewing proofs is a “duty”

required of the translator. The wording

from a recent contract states: “The

Publisher shall submit to the

Translator the proofs of the translation

and the Translator agrees to read,

revise, correct, and return them

promptly to the Publisher. If the

Translator fails to return such proofs

within the time specified by the

Publisher, the Publisher may publish

the translation as submitted by the

Translator subject to the usual copy

editing and preparation for printing by

the Publisher.” In actuality, reviewing

the edited and copyedited proofs is a

right the translator should insist upon.

Another Jog Through the Juniper: A Translator’s Further Excursions into the Copyright Thicket Continued 

A good contract allows the publisher to make
appropriate uses of the work and gives the author 

and translator reasonable compensation.
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THE LAWYER: Whether reading proofs

is a right, a chore, or both, a translator

should simply make certain that the

contract specifies who is responsible

to get the job done. If the translator

wants the final word on alterations,

she will need to raise the point in con-

tract negotiations. Since the publisher

may have dealt with translators whose

command of the target language is

unreliable (or who cannot stop making

revisions), the prudent editor may

refuse to surrender “veto power.”

Above all, proofread the manuscript

very, very carefully. Alterations in

proof can be very expensive, they

cause delays, and they increase the

risk that new errors will be introduced

into the text.

Contracts with Authors: 
Murkier Waters
THE TRANSLATOR: Though generally

shark-free, contracts with authors can

be murkier in that there is no standard

to use as a model. Moreover, if there is

no publisher in the picture, the author

cannot bind a hypothetical prospective

party. So while author and translator

may agree, for example, that “No

changes shall be effected by the

Author to the final version of the

translation without the explicit written

approval of the Translator,” this does

not preclude changes introduced by an

eventual future publisher who is not

bound by this stipulation. This is a

major issue, in my view, as is the fact

that expectations may be harder to

identify. A recent protracted discus-

sion with an author, for example,

which never reached the point of

drafting an agreement, eventually

revealed that he was hoping to use the

translation as the basis from which to

draft a screenplay.

Control issues come into play and

may even lead to the dreaded “Work

for Hire” proposal—the deepest,

darkest part of the juniper thicket.

Here there are so many thorny

branches criss-crossing each other

that you might get stuck forever in

that dense undergrowth. I am

reminded of a husband and wife team,

la terribile coppia as their Italian

editor referred to them, who kept

phoning me from Italy, trying very

hard to get me to agree to “sell” my

work and my copyright. We do not

want you to cede us the right to pub-

lish your translation during the next

“x” number of years, they told me, we

want to buy your copyright outright

(acquistiamo quindi direttamente il tuo
copyright, non il tuo permesso di pub-
blicarlo durante i prossimi dieci anni).
Needless to say, I did not agree to

translate their book. A translator faced

with such a choice should be aware

that U.S. copyright law includes very

specific conditions that must be met

before a work can be considered a

“Work for Hire,” the most important

one being that both parties must

expressly agree in a signed document

that the work shall be considered

made for hire.

THE LAWYER: Only certain types of

work (including “a translation”) can

be a “work made for hire.” The rele-

vant provision appears in 17 U.S.C.

§101. (That is, section 101 of title 17

of the United States Code. Section 101

consists of a number of copyright-

related definitions in alphabetical

order. See the website of the U.S.

Copyright Office for details.2)

A “work made for hire” agreement

does indeed have to be in writing,

signed by both parties (the person

who did the work and the person who

will own the work). The agreement

must also state specifically that the

work is to be considered a work made

for hire.  

It is certainly good advice to get

agreements in writing before work

begins, but I do not see it in the law,

and it is not uncommon for people to

create such documents after the fact. I

do not believe that U.S. copyright law

is any friendlier to translators than the

intellectual property laws of other

countries. Some writers and transla-

tors prefer to avoid the application of

American law precisely because of

the work made for hire issue.

Back to the legendary couple

described in our adventurer’s narra-

tive. They wanted the translator to

assign all rights to them. An exclusive
grant of all rights would differ in that

(many years hence) the translator

would have the possibility of termi-

nating the transfer of rights made

under the grant. With either an assign-

ment or a temporary grant of rights,

the contract can provide for royalties

and other benefits. Some people

prefer to handle everything in one

contract; others want to renegotiate

every time a new use of the text is

contemplated. The prospect of having

to enter protracted negotiations could

kill a deal before the translator even

learned of the possibility.

THE TRANSLATOR: Despite the lurking

pitfalls, I have undertaken a

Handshake deals are best limited to simple, 
short-term transactions.

·
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number of projects with authors

without undue consequences (the sole

exception being the project with

“Giovanni,” referenced earlier).

Indeed in many cases the experience

turned out to be quite pleasant. One

young woman traveled from Torino to

Rome to meet me after I had translated

some of her short stories, and we spent

a very enjoyable day or two in the

Italian capital. Two brothers who

divide their time between residences

in Italy and the U.S. have continued to

call me regularly after I translated a

novel they co-wrote. And a young poet

whose poems I translated subse-

quently asked me to write a preface to

the volume; he too came to meet me

personally in Rome. In some cases

there was a contract, in others, terms

and conditions were simply agreed

upon by e-mail. 

THE LAWYER: Individual agreements

made through e-mail exchanges can,

in some circumstances, have the force

of  contract, depending on the jurisdic-

tion, the subject matter, the dollar

amounts involved, and so forth. Not

every contract is on a set of numbered

pages with signatures at the end.

THE TRANSLATOR: Some of the things I

generally include in an agreement

with an author are:

• A definition of the work to be

translated: title, author, publisher

and date of publication, number of

words or pages, etc.

• Fee per 1,000 words, total payment

due and terms of payment: amount

payable upon signature of the

agreement, and balance due upon

delivery and acceptance.

• A statement saying that the authors

own the rights to the original work

[title] and are therefore legally author-

ized to commission the translation.

• Delivery terms: the translator agrees

to complete the work no later than

[date], pursuant to the final signing

of this agreement and receipt of the

initial payment by [date].

• Acceptance terms: time allowed;

dispute resolution if not accepted.

• Copyright registration in the trans-

lator’s name.

• Granting the copyright to the authors

for the term of the copyright; or for

as long as the work remains in print,

etc., after which the copyright

reverts back to the translator.

• Review of proofs prior to publica-

tion; all changes to be approved by

the translator.

• Credits: the translator’s name on

the cover and title page.

• Free copies of the book upon publi-

cation.

THE LAWYER: It is crucial to include a

clear legal assurance of who owns

translation rights for the intended

market area and the target language

(e.g., exclusive world rights for

English translation). Authors have

been known to make honest mistakes

on this point, granting permission

when they had no authority to do so,

and ultimately leaving a translator

with a complete (and completely

unpublishable) manuscript. Before

starting work, one could ask for a

letter from an agent or the original

publisher identifying the rights holder.

Copyright registration in the trans-

lator’s name would, in the presence of

the other terms, do little or nothing

more than ensure that the translator’s

name appears on the copyright page.

Granting an exclusive license of all

rights—rather than assigning all

rights—could keep open the possibility

of regaining the rights many years later.

In these days of electronic publication

and print on demand, the old distinc-

tions between “in print” and “out of

print” are fading. Some contracts call

for a reversion of rights if sales in a

given period are below a certain level. 

A contract should address the ques-

tion of royalties (even if only to state

that there will be none), subsidiary

rights (income from audio books, elec-

tronic editions, retranslations into other

languages, serialization in magazines,

dramatic adaptations, those improbable

film rights, and all other formats or

technologies, including those not yet

invented, and use anywhere in the uni-

verse—when you are done laughing,

look at some contracts).

Some contracts require the

Another Jog Through the Juniper: A Translator’s Further Excursions into the Copyright Thicket Continued 

Legally, the more important categories of a translation
agreement would be assignments of rights (such as

work-made-for-hire contracts), nonexclusive contracts,
and exclusive contracts.  
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Contracts in the United States
A splendid resource on contracts for translators is PEN American Center’s
“Translation Resources,” available at www.pen.org/page.php/prmID/154. These
resources include “Negotiating a Contract” (www.pen.org/page.php/prmID/320)
and “A Model Contract” (www.pen.org/page.php/prmID/322).  

Contracts Outside the United States
For some sample and model contracts (England and Scotland, the Netherlands, France, and Turkey), see the links on the website
of the European Council of Literary Translators’ Associations, www.ceatl.eu/further-reading/downloads/#s2. 

Copyright-Related Treaties
1. Circular 38A, “International Copyright Relations of the United States” (Washington, DC: United States Copyright Office,

2010), www.copyright.gov/circs/circ38a.pdf.

2. Factsheet FL-100 “International Copyright” (Washington, DC: United States Copyright Office, 2010),
www.copyright.gov/fls/fl100.html. 

3. The World Intellectual Property Organization website (www.wipo.int) contains information on intellectual property treaties.
For example, for a link to the full text of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artist Works, see
www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne. 

4. Information on the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement can be found at the World Trade
Organization (WTO) website (www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/trips_e.htm). The text of the TRIPS Agreement
appears at www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/legal_e.htm#TRIPs. 
Congress is obliged to enact any laws necessary to implement the terms of these particular agreements. Thus, a translator in
the U.S. cannot meaningfully object that her U.S. publisher has failed to comply with an international treaty, but rather that
a U.S. law was violated. In some other countries, however, an individual can claim specific rights under these treaties.
Interested readers can explore www.wipo.int.

Fees and Manner of Payment
For a fascinating comparative survey by the European Council of Literary Translators’ Associations, see Fock, Holger, Martin de
Haan, and Alena Lhotová. “Comparative Income of Literary Translators in Europe” (Brussels: CEATL [Conseil Européen des
Associations de Traducteurs Littéraires], 2008), www.ceatl.eu/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/surveyuk.pdf.

Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts (VLA)
To find chapters for a specific state or city, see links in the National VLA Directory (which also includes links for Canada and
Australia): www.vlany.org/legalservices/vladirectory.php.

Works Made for Hire and Independent Contractor Status 
See Circular 9, “Works Made for Hire Under the 1976 Copyright Act” (Washington, D.C.: United States Copyright Office, 2010),
www.copyright.gov/circs/circ09.pdf. 

Related Resources
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author or publisher to include certain

terms in any subsequent contract (for

example, to include a credit to the

translator in every copy, in any format,

in which the translator’s text is used—

with the obvious exception of any fair

use, such as brief quotation). One

could try to get a “most favored

nation” clause, providing that if all or

part of the translation is used as a

selection in a collection of works, the

translator will be compensated at a

rate no lower than any other translator

represented in the collection.

THE TRANSLATOR: And, of course,

there is all the usual legal language:

what happens if the agreement termi-

nates, hold harmless provisions, a

zipper clause (“This Agreement sets

forth the entire understanding of the

parties…”), and so on.

THE LAWYER: This “zipper clause” is

generally known as an “integration

clause.” If any important part of the

agreement appeared only in an e-mail,

a letter, or a prior draft of the contract,

or if something was agreed to by tele-

phone or on a handshake—even an

editor’s explanation of an obscure con-

tract term—that part of the deal must

be included in the written contract if

there is an integration clause; other-

wise the integration clause is supposed

to annihilate that external evidence of

what the parties agreed upon.

Many Paths Lead into the Thicket
THE TRANSLATOR: Whether the contract

is with a publisher or an author, the ten-

drils of the “c” words are as fast-

growing and overwhelming as

rhododendron hells or kudzu: “In

Georgia, the legend says / That you

must close your windows / At night to

keep it out of the house.”3 Vigilance is

needed, whether it is a formal written

instrument or a simple memorandum of

agreement. A gentleman’s agreement,

verbal and sealed with a handshake, is

not advised. Nor do I recommend tele-

phone negotiations. E-mail correspon-

dence, though informal, is preferable,

since it at least provides a written record

of what has been discussed and possibly

agreed upon. Conversations by phone

are too fluid and formless and tend to

evaporate before they can be captured.

Ensuing reactions such as “But I

thought you said…” and “I never

said…” are all too common. If you must

negotiate by phone, a follow-up

memo—“It was lovely to talk with you

today…my understanding is that…”—

can help firm up the discussion and pos-

sibly prevent future misunderstandings.

One issue that is certain to rear its

ugly head in any negotiation is the

matter of crediting the translator by

putting her name on the cover. While

I am tempted to say it is a losing

battle, that does not mean every battle

will be lost. In one of my early con-

tracts I insisted on this provision, only

to be told by the editor that it was the

publisher’s policy not to put the trans-

lator’s name on the cover. He said

they had refused to do so for a trans-

lation of a book by Umberto Eco, so

they certainly would not budge on my

account. This editor was a fair man, a

translator himself, and while he

acknowledged the importance of this

issue to me as a translator and agreed

to be a forceful advocate in repre-

senting my request, he did not feel he

would be successful in obtaining it. A

recent editor at another publishing

house responded to the same issue

with similar forthrightness: “I do not

plan to mention the translator’s name

on the novel’s cover as I really do feel

this deters the American reader.” She

cited a work by Robert Bolaño as an

example of another work whose trans-

lator is not mentioned on the cover.

Referring to the work in question, she

went on: “I think it’s even more

important that a work of this nature—

upmarket women’s fiction—refrain

from mentioning translation on the

cover as we want our approach to be

as mainstream and broad as possible.”

Still, small miracles do occur: another

recent publisher would not include the

request in the contract, but to my sur-

prise and pleasure, when my copies

arrived my name was on the cover!

THE LAWYER: To reach the front of the

book jacket, translators could take a

gradualist approach: first get a mention

on the back of the jacket, then a men-

tion on the front flap, then an “author”

blurb on the back flap. The most

important, in my view, is to be named

on the title page, because of its biblio-

graphical authority. Jacket designers

and marketing folk guard the front of

the jacket jealously, concerned (and

Another Jog Through the Juniper: A Translator’s Further Excursions into the Copyright Thicket Continued 
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not without reason) about crowding

and clutter. Still, if you see a credit line

identifying the jacket designer, you

may have reason for hope.

THE TRANSLATOR: What about agents?

Are they a hindrance or a help in

avoiding the prickly trap of the copy-

right thicket? Generally I mention the

importance of cultivating the agents of

the authors you translate and I stand by

this. They can be extremely helpful in

identifying and putting you in touch

with other authors, and mutually

rewarding relationships can develop. I

did encounter one agent, however, who

seemed to work at cross-purpose, both

with me and with the interests of his

author, a very well-known Italian writer.

The matter concerned a wonderful short

story I translated. The author, duly con-

tacted, had given his permission for me

to translate the story and seek a pub-

lisher. I found a journal that was very

appropriate for the story’s theme, whose

editor was eager to publish it. At that

point, the author’s agent entered the pic-

ture, insisting on being paid a sum that

the journal in question could not meet.

The experience was a bitter one, leaving

me and the journal editor disappointed

and the story unpublished. I never found

out what the author thought about it.

Pazienza.

THE LAWYER: If an agent feels that the

author has attempted to deprive her of

a fee, and perhaps a living, trouble is

foreseeable, especially if this is not the

first offense. If the author is trying to

cut the agent out of the process today,

the translator may have reason to

worry tomorrow.

Abandon Hope All Ye Who 
Enter Here?
THE TRANSLATOR: Returning to my

most recent foray into the ginepraio—

a contract with an author that does not

legally bind the publisher (except

through the author’s contract with the

publisher, which does not mention me

or my English translation specifi-

cally)—there is no way to tell at this

point how deeply entangled the situa-

tion will become as I begin the transla-

tion and start making my way through

the thicket, nor how I will come out of

it. In the end, prevention and clarity

seem to be the best defense—patti
chiari as we say in Italian, literally,

patti chiari amicizia lunga, meaning

clear understandings breed long friend-

ships and lead to enduring relation-

ships. Or as the attorney with whom I

co-authored my first ginepraio account

put it in her summation: 

“I’m not certain how or when Anne

and Giovanni will emerge from

their juniper prison. Clearly, the

most important lesson to be

learned from their ramble into

what quickly became a dark and

unfriendly place, is that it is easier

to map a clear path through any

thicket from a vantage point above

and beyond it all.”4

With hindsight I would add that pre-

vention is even better: the best way out

of the quandary is not to enter it at all.

Which means being forewarned and

informed, and making sure that the

intentions and expectations of all par-

ties are clear and transparent from the

start. The alternative to transparency is

the selva oscura, that dark, hopeless

wood that Dante writes of: “Abandon

hope all ye who enter here.”

THE LAWYER: It is possible that the

early involvement of a lawyer—or the

author’s agent—could have helped the

author, translator, and publisher to

reach an agreement (or set of agree-

ments) with less frustration. In any

case, the foregoing may help transla-

tors in their travels.

THE TRANSLATOR: To close on a more

positive note, two Sicilian proverbs

come to mind. The first, displaying the

forbearance, wry sense of humor, and

healthy cynicism typical of a people

who have endured countless invasions

over the centuries and are often wary of

new people and ways, is Bòn tièmpu e
màlu tièmpu nun nùra tutu u tièmpu
(“Neither good nor bad weather lasts

forever.”). Wait a while, things will get

better. The second is Bonu vinu fa bonu
sangu (“Good wine makes good

blood.”). Maybe the next time I nego-

tiate a contract I should invest in a good

bottle of Brunello di Montalcino.

Pazienza, that eternal Sicilian virtue.

Notes
1. The earlier article referred to was “A

Jog Through the Juniper: A Trans -

lator’s Unhappy Excursion into the

Copyright Thicket,” by Anne Milano

Appel and Carol J. Marshall. The
ATA Chronicle (vol. XXXI, No. 7,

July 2002), 32-35, http://amilano

appel.com/ginepraio.htm.

2. 17 U.S.C. §101, www.copyright.gov/

title17/92chap1.html#101.

3. The lines “In Georgia, the legend

says…” are from James Dickey’s

poem, “Kudzu”: James Dickey,
The W hole Motion: Collected
Poems, 1945-1992 (Wesleyan

University Press, 1994), 155.

4. See: Appel, Anne, and Carol J.

Marshall. op. cit., http://amilano

appel.com/ginepraio.htm.
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A few months ago, I started

a series of posts for new linguists on

my blog (http://translationtimes.

blogspot.com/), where I listed some of

the business skills that I think are

essential in running a business. Fellow

linguists left comments with excellent

suggestions. Read on for a nonexhaus-

tive list of 15 skills—some easily

attainable and some more challenging

to master—that you should have to

succeed in this competitive industry.

Take an honest look: do you have at

least 10 of these skills? These skills

are in addition to the obvious in-depth

knowledge of translation and language

that is the minimum requirement in

our industry.

1. Writing: If you are not a solid and

passionate writer, this profession

is not for you.

2. Lifelong learning: You should be

committed to growing, learning,

and expanding your vocabulary

and knowledge of the culture in

your source and target language(s).

3. Risk-taking: Running a business

comes with some inherent risks.

Being an entrepreneur is a poor

decision for the highly risk-averse.

4. Determination: You will not have

a boss checking to make sure you

meet deadlines—it will just be you

and your conscience (and your

clients). If you are highly self-

motivated, determined, driven,

and reliable, then you have what it

takes to run a business.  

5. Confidence: No one wants to work

with an insecure linguist. If you do

not believe you can do it, no one

else will, either. 

6. Accepting feedback: Getting feed-

back, even when it is constructive,

is difficult. However, you will

need honest opinions to grow and

improve. If colleagues go to the

trouble of giving you feedback

and risk alienating you, you

should thank them and buy a

round of drinks. These are the

people who truly want to see you

succeed. If a customer points out a

mistake, apologize sincerely, offer

solutions, and move on.

7. Accounting and taxation: These are

things you could eventually out-

source, but all that will cut into your

profit, so try to do as much as you

can yourself, especially in the begin-

ning. Learn to love spreadsheets.

8. Public speaking: There is no doubt

that speaking in public can be intim-

idating. However, as a translator,

and especially as an interpreter, you

need to feel com fortable making

short elevator speeches in front of

small groups. If the thought of this

makes you break out in hives, prac-

tice in front of loved ones in a non-

threatening environment. 

9. Marketing: Most of us are not nat-

ural salespeople, but you need to

market and promote the business.

If you do not do it, no one else will. 

10. Perseverance: Building a business

is a long-term project, not unlike

running many marathons: it takes

a lot of work and perseverance.

And there is no finish line.

11. Good memory: You do not want to

be the person who does not

remember names and faces at 

business events or cannot remember

a customer who called last week. If

your memory is less than stellar,

work on it.

12. Computer skills: If the thought of

upgrading your antivirus software

mortifies you, you might want to

build some computer skills before

you get into the profession. Try to

be as self-sufficient as possible.

Also, if you are not a fast typist, you

need to work on gaining speed—

the faster you type, the faster you

can translate. Alternatively, con-

sider purchasing speech recogni-

tion software.

13. Organization: Different organiza-

tional methods work for different

This column is not intended to constitute legal, financial, or other business advice. Each
individual or company should make its own independent business decisions and consult
its own legal, financial, or other advisors as appropriate. The views expressed here are not
necessarily those of ATA or its Board of Directors. Ideas and questions should be directed
to judy.jenner@entrepreneuriallinguist.com.

Yahoo! Business
Discussion Group

ATA members can discuss business issues online
at the following Yahoo! group:
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/
group/ata_business_practices. You will
need to register with Yahoo! (at no charge) if
you have not already done so, and provide
your full name and ATA member number in
order to join the group.

Judy Jenner is a Spanish and German translator
in Las Vegas, Nevada, where she runs Twin
Translations with her twin sister. She is also 
the vice-president of the Nevada Interpreters 
and Translators Association. She hosts the 
popular translation blog, Translation Times
(www.translationtimes.blogspot.com). You can
also find her at www.entrepreneuriallinguist.com.

The Entrepreneurial Linguist   Judy Jenner 
judy.jenner@
entrepreneurial
linguist.com

Advice for Newcomers: 15 Essential Business SkillsPh
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Internet blogs are rich sources of information for translators
and interpreters. They allow users to post questions,
exchange ideas, network, and read news and commentary
on a specific subject. The topics featured in this column are
actual blog postings concerning issues pertinent to your col-
leagues in the field today. For more blog listings, visit
www.atanet.org/careers/blog_trekker.php.

Blog Trekker  Brand Evangelism

(The following was posted by Philippa
Hammond on December 6, 2010 on
Blogging Translator, http://blog.philippa
hammond.net.)

Let me share with you
three quotes I have read in the past

week about customer service:

“Making customer service key to

your organization will keep your

employees motivated and your

customers happy.” 

“A successful business must never

lose its focus on its customers and

its standards.”

“Rather than viewing customer

service as a cost center, it is more

helpful to see it as a means of

keeping your customers coming

back for more, and also of bringing

in new business.”

These are all wise pieces of advice

for any business, and they all come

from one source: Richard Branson,

founder of Virgin Group, a company

that enjoys a good reputation for cus-

tomer service. Sadly, my own recent

experience with one of the Virgin

Group companies fell a long way

short of this (several thousand air

miles), but that is another story.

However, that experience and these

quotes have made me more aware

than ever that how you treat your cus-

tomers will leave a lasting impression.

So while it is true that a bad cus-

tomer service experience will tend to

linger in the memory longer than a

good one, it is also true that an out-

standing customer service experience

will also leave a lasting impression a

customer will want to tell all their

friends about. For example, in

November I was lucky enough to be

on the receiving end of some first-

class customer service from none

other than Majestic Wine.

My husband and I have shopped at

our local Majestic Wine a few times,

but generally buy our wines from

supermarkets and small retailers. Our

interest in wine has grown recently,

after a visit to vineyards in Sonoma

County, California, in October, and,

wanting to prolong the holiday mood,

we decided to book a free wine tasting

at Majestic Wine one Friday evening

when we got back to the U.K. Because

we had seen the “free” in the title, we

assumed this would be a 15-minute

affair involving three sips of wine, a

strong sales pitch, and an overt expec-

tation to buy. How wrong we were. The

event lasted about two hours, was led

by friendly, enthusiastic staff who gen-

uinely knew their stuff and went out of

their way to make the evening fun and

educational. We received no less than

10 or 12 generous tastings, a selection

of good quality food for a food-and-

wine pairing exercise, and were at no

point rushed or made to feel that the

hosts were tired and wanted to get

home. When the event ended, the hosts

appeared more than happy to keep the

store open for a little longer to continue

chatting with attendees and to allow

them another taste of wines they partic-

ularly enjoyed. As I say, there was no

expectation to buy, but we were so

impressed that we asked if we could

buy a couple of bottles, forgetting the six

wine minimum purchase policy. Despite

this, they happily waived the policy on

this occasion.

The lessons I have drawn from this,

albeit as a provider of a service rather

than a commodity (an important dis-

tinction), is that if you make it an easy

and pleasant experience for your

buyers to buy from you, they will prob-

ably be back. We certainly will.

Moreover, if you convey enthusiasm

for what you do, customers respond

better. The wine tasting event must

have been a considerable outlay for

Majestic in terms of cost, but the mar-

keting investment will undoubtedly

pay off. In the space of two hours we

went from occasional customers of

Majestic to brand evangelists, an

accomplishment which I believe is

more powerful than any other mar-

keting tactic.

Oh, and if an “ouch” customer

service experience does happen, a

measly £20 voucher when the customer

has spent upwards of £600 (on, say, a

long haul flight) does not say “I’m truly

sorry, we’d like you to remain a cus-

tomer.” There are ways to recover from

an “ouch” experience, and that’s not

one of them. Just so you know.

shop.star-group.net

Transit NXT – just what
you need, when you
need it!
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The mission of the Texas
Associ ation of Judiciary Interpreters and

Translators (TAJIT) is to further the pro-

fessional development and recognition

of all judiciary interpreters and transla-

tors in Texas. Officially established in

April 2005 by members of the Austin

Area Translators and Inter preters

Association and the Houston Inter -

preters and Translators Associ ation,

TAJIT seeks to create an atmosphere of

support and confidence-building for

those who already work in this profes-

sion and for those who wish to gain real-

istic access to a new career in judiciary

interpreting and translation.   

Goals
The association’s goals include:

• To formulate, promote, and advance

professional and ethical standards

of practice.

• To promote and provide interaction

among peers as well as professional

relationships and cooperation with

other professional associations.

• To encourage, assist, and mentor

future interpreters and translators.

Activities 
• Holds periodic meetings, including

the upcoming TAJIT 4th Annual

Membership Conference, to be

held in San Antonio, Texas, June

25-26, 2011.

• Offers an online membership

directory.

• Provides members with links to

resources on its website, including

the Texas Rules of Evidence and

Code of Criminal Procedure. 

Additional Information
For more information, please visit

http://tinyurl.com/tajit. 

ATA’s chapters and its affiliates, along with
other groups, serve translators and inter-
preters, providing them with industry infor-
mation, networking opportunities, and
support services. This column is designed to
serve as a quick resource highlighting the
valuable contributions these organizations
are making to the profession.

• Established: 
2005

• Address: 
3800 N Lamar Boulevard, #780-181   
Austin, Texas 78756

• Phone: 
(512) 789-8260

• Fax: 
(512) 452-6546 

• E-mail: 
info@tajit.org

• Website: 
http://tinyurl.com/tajit

Texas Association of Judiciary
Interpreters and Translators 

Quick 
Facts

Success by Association 

Upcoming Events
March 12, 2011
Metroplex Interpreters &
Translators Association 
“ The Entrepreneurial Linguist”
Irving, TX
www.dfw-mita.com/
calendar.php

March 25-26, 2011
Mid-America Chapter of ATA 
MICATA Symposium
“ Raising the Bar—
Professionalism in T&I”
Overland Park, KS
www.ata-micata.org

April 8-9, 2011
Portuguese Language Division 
14th PLD Mid-Year Conference
Alexandria, VA
www.pldata.net

April 9, 2011
Carolina Association of 
Translators & Interpreters 
CATI Conference
Spartanburg, SC
www.catiweb.org

April 30-May 1, 2011
ATA Translation 
Company Division 
Business Conference
Washington, DC
www.atanet.org/tcd_business

May 7, 2011
New England Translators
Association 
15th Annual Conference
Boston, MA
www.netaweb.org

May 13-15, 2011
National Assn of Judiciary
Interpreters & Translators 
NAJIT 32nd Annual Conference
Long Beach, CA
www.najit.org

August 1-4, 2011
International Federation 
of Translators 
FIT XIX World Congress: 
Bridging Cultures
San Francisco, CA
www.fit2011.org
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• 60% of interpreters and translators read The ATA
Chronicle as their primary source of information
about the translation and interpreting professions.

• 81% of subscribers read the advertisements in
The ATA Chronicle.

• 36% of readers BUY products in The ATA
Chronicle advertisements.

Increase your company’s visibility by placing an
ad in The ATA Chronicle.

SpotReserve your

+1-703-683-6100, 
EXT. 3003

Caron Mason, CAE
caron@atanet.org

Take Advantage of 
ATA’s Member-Provider Program

Who knows what products and services you need to do
your job? Your peers. ATA’s Member-Provider Program

gives members the opportunity to offer their products and
services to other ATA members. 

• The program will showcase only those products and services 
developed by ATA members that are specific to the practice of 
translation and interpreting. 

• Member-vendors will guarantee discounts or other favorable 
conditions of use to ATA members. Member providers include:

• The Tool Kit
• Payment Practices
• Translate Write

To learn how the program will work for you, please visit
www.atanet.org/member_provider 

or contact ATA Member Benefits and Project Development Manager Mary David,
mary@atanet.org.

Here are a few highlights:

• The Translator’s Tool Box
• Getting Started as a Freelance Translator

Did you know?

Contact: 
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Send your news to Jeff Sanfacon at
jeff@atanet.org or American Translators Association, 
225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, A lexandria, VA 22314.Member News

• Ann Folger and Jonathan Hine

represented ATA during the Annual

Career Fair at the University of

Virginia in November. The fair, one

of the longest-running middle-

school outreach events by area busi-

nesses, was attended by 3,122

seventh-graders. Folger and Hine

staffed an exhibit booth, answering

students’ questions about the transla-

tion and interpreting professions and

providing information packets to

teachers.  

• Isabel Framer, of Ohio, was appoin-

ted by President Obama and con-

firmed by the U.S. Senate to serve as

a member of the board of the State

Justice Institute. The State Justice

Institute was established by federal

law in 1984 to award grants to

improve the quality of justice in

state courts, facilitate better coor-

dination between state and federal

courts, and foster innovative, effi-

cient solutions to common issues

faced by all courts. For more infor-

mation, visit: www.sji.gov.   

• Tzviya Levin  has been granted

Recognized Translator status for

English-to-Hebrew translation by

the Israel Translators Association’s

Recognition Program. 

• Breon Mitchell was awarded the

Modern Language Association of

America’s Aldo and Jeanne

Scaglione Prize for an Outstanding

Translation of a Literary Work for

his translation of Günter Grass’s The
Tin Drum, published by Houghton

Mifflin Harcourt. Mitchell is a pro-

fessor of Germanic studies and com-

parative literature in the College of

Arts and Sciences at Indiana

University.

Call for Session Proposals

ATA’s 52nd Annual Conference
Boston, Massachusetts
October 26-29, 2011

Speaking at an ATA Annual Conference is a challenging and rewarding opportunity. All 
session proposals are selected through a competitive peer-reviewed process. Speakers 
frequently gain recognition as leaders in the industry and experts in their fields.

Submissions are invited from all areas of translation and interpreting,including finance,
law, medicine, literature, media, science and technology, terminology, training and 
pedagogy, independent contracting, and language services providers. Sessions may 
be language-specific or general.

Submission Deadline: March 14, 2011

To access the proposal form, please go to
www.atanet.org/conferencesandseminars/proposal.php
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New Certified Members 
Congratulations! The following people have successfully passed ATA’s certification exam:

English into Chinese

Yahsuan Lo
Millbrae, CA

English into Japanese

Yo Watanabe
New York, NY

English into Polish

Joanna M. Wachowiak-Finlaison
Houston, TX

English into Russian

Nataliya (Natasha) Kharikova 
Santa Monica, CA

English into Spanish

Victoria E. Mendoza
Denver, CO

Luis A. García Nevares 
San Juan, Puerto Rico

Marta L. Restrepo 
Fort Collins, CO

English into Ukrainian

Alex Svirsky 
Aurora, CO

French into English

Sue E. Crocker 
St. John’s, Canada

Carley A. Hydusik
Montreal, Canada

German into English

Kent Hyde
Rapid City, SD

Portuguese into English

Melissa A. Ryan 
Bridgeville, PA

Spanish into English

Richard E. McDorman
Miami, FL

Wenonah Moore
Grafton, WI

Lissett Samaniego 
Lafayette, CA

Cynthia A. Selde
Walla Walla, WA

Ramon Soto
Miami, FL

ATA Certification Exam Information
Upcoming Exams

California
La Jolla
March 26, 2011
Registration Deadline:
March 11, 2011

Massachusetts
Boston
2 Sittings
October 29, 2011
Registration Deadline:
October 14, 2011

Michigan
Grand Rapids
May 7, 2011
Registration Deadline:
April 22, 2011

Michigan
Novi
August 13, 2011
Registration Deadline:
July 29, 2011

Ohio
Kenton
April 2, 2011
Registration Deadline:
March 18, 2011

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
April 2, 2011
Registration Deadline:
March 18, 2011

South Carolina
Spartansburg
April 10, 2011
Registration Deadline
March 25, 2011 

Washington
Seattle
April 16, 2011
Registration Deadline:
April 1, 2011

Italy
San Benedetto del Tronto
May 7, 2011
Registration Deadline:
April 22, 2011

All candidates applying for ATA certification must provide proof that they
meet the certification program eligibility requirements. Please direct all
inquiries regarding general certification information to ATA Headquarters at
+1-703-683-6100. Registration for all certification exams should be made
through ATA Headquarters. All sittings have a maximum capacity and 
admission is based on the order in which registrations are received. 
Forms are available from ATA’s website or from Headquarters. 
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Concise Encyclopedia of
Insurance Terms

Reviewed by:
Eileen B. Hennessy

Authors: 
Lawrence S. Silver
Robert E. Stevens 
Kenneth E. Clow

Publisher:
Routledge

Publication date: 
March 29, 2010

Number of pages: 
176 

ISBNs: 
978-0-789-03634-6 (hardcover) 
978-0-203-851-5-0 (ebook)

Price:
$95.00

Available from: 
Routledge 
www.routledge.com

Type of work:
Encyclopedic dictionary 

Language:
U.S. English

The Concise Encyclopedia of
Insurance Terms is a small (6 1⁄8" x 9

¼"), thin book (a mere 176 acid-free

pages), with sturdy binding and com-

pletely unadorned plain board covers

that have a very plastic feel. The type-

face (Sabon) and generous margins

and adequate space between entries

make the book vision-friendly. The

entries are arranged in alphabetical

order, and there is also an index,

which seems superfluous given the

alphabetical arrangement.

The front matter includes 14 pages

of common insurance acronyms, most

of them acronyms of insurance-

related American organizations, so

this section may be of use to transla-

tors working from U.S. English into

other languages The last page before

the index contains a brief explanation

of the tax-advantaged tuition savings

plans established by Section 529 of

the Internal Revenue Code—again,

conceivably of use to translators

working from U.S. English.

The authors are former businessmen

(one an independent insurance agent)

turned university professors of mar-

keting and business. According to the

description on Routledge’s website, the

intended audience is insurance profes-

sionals, consumers, and students in

business schools. 

Content Analysis
I was curious to see how the ency-

clopedia’s “conciseness” stacked up

against that of my Dictionary of
Insurance Terms, by Harvey W.

Rubin, a pocket-sized book with 530

pages of fine print, published by

Barron’s Business Guides. (Mine is

the third edition, published in 1995.

The most recent edition is the fourth,

published in 2000.) There is no index,

but the entries are in alphabetical

order and there is plenty of cross-ref-

erencing within entries. The introduc-

tion touts this dictionary as providing

“concise” definitions and examples of

insurance terms, and as being

designed to serve as a reference

source for both consumers and insur-

ance professionals.

Based on its writing style, Rout -

ledge’s Concise Encyclopedia would

seem to be intended for average readers

looking for useful information, rather

than for insurance professionals. The

tone is relatively informal, the defini-

tions and explanations less dense and

detailed, and at the same time more ver-

bose. Many definitions are enhanced

with descriptions of hypothetical-case

examples. Rubin’s definitions appear

directed toward insurance professionals

and, possibly, lawyers; there is not a

single extraneous word, and a great deal

of information is packed into each

tightly-constructed sentence, so reading

it requires concentration, particularly in

the case of readers not used to reading

legal and insurance documents. 

As an example, let’s look at the

definition of “claim.”

For Routledge authors Silver,

Stevens, and Clow, a claim is “a

demand by an insured to recover dam-

ages under an insurance policy.” They

go on to explain (in three sentences)

that a claim is not a loss; the insured

makes a claim, the insurance com-

pany’s adjuster determines if the

claim is valid; and if it is, the claim

then becomes a loss. They illustrate

this process with a three-sentence

example of a person claiming reim-

bursement for medical expenses

incurred when he was bitten by a

neighbor’s dog. The last sentence of

the entry refers the reader to the entry

for “Loss.” 

Rubin’s one-sentence definition of

a claim is somewhat more detailed: “a

request by an insured for indemnifica-

tion by an insurance company for loss

incurred from an insured peril.” There

Dictionary Review     Peter A. Gergay
Compiled by 
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is no explanation of the claim mecha-

nism, but there are two pages of entries

covering 18 related terms, only one of

which, “claims made,” appears in

Routledge’s Concise Encyclopedia,

where it is dealt with in three para-

graphs that explain “Claims-Made and

Reported Form and Pure Claims-Made

Form,” and illustrates the concept with

an example involving an employer

being sued for discrimination. Rubin

covers “claims made” in a single para-

graph headed “Claims Made Basic

Liability Coverage,” and discusses no

hypothetical case. However, his para-

graph does include a piece of advice,

absent from Routledge’s definition, that

a consumer-reader might find helpful: it

is very important in certain cases to

determine if an insurance policy pays

on a “claims made basis” or a “claims

occurrence basis.”  

How might translators make use of

Routledge’s Concise Encyclopedia? 

Consider the existence in French

insurance terminology of the words

used to express the  concepts of dam-

ages, losses (dommage, perte, sinistre)
and claims (demande, réclamation, sin-
istre). Would anything in Routledge’s

Concise help an into-English translator,

for example, to decide between “loss”

and “claim” in the case of sinistre? 

Silver, Stevens, and Clow define loss

as a reduction in the quality or value of

the property, or a legal liability. They

note that there is a difference between

“loss” and “claim” and that there is no

actual loss until the insurance company

determines that one exists, and refer the

reader to the entry under “claim.”

Rubin’s definition is more detailed:

loss is damage to an insured’s prop-

erty; damage through an insured’s neg-

ligent acts and/or omissions resulting

in bodily injury and/or property

damage to a third party; or the amount

an insurance company has a legal obli-

gation to pay. He explains what a com-

pany is legally obligated to pay and

lists questions to be asked regarding

loss coverage, as well as steps that an

insured should take to report the situa-

tion to the insurance company.

The definitions, in combination

with the translator’s understanding of

the context, might  help him to decide

that sinistres en cours and sinistres en
suspens are outstanding claims, a sin-
istre reconnu is an admitted claim, and

a sinistre payé is a claim paid, while a

sinistre au comptant is a cash loss, a

sinistre partiel is a partial loss.

Meanwhile, however, there is little

help for him here with dommage
immateriel non consécutif (pure

financial loss, not defined in

Routledge’s Concise or in Rubin), and

dommages-intérêts (damages, in the

sense of payments to be made by the

insurance company), which has a one-

sentence definition in Rubin and no

definition in Routledge’s Concise. 

Overall Evaluation
In short, this encyclopedia contains

definitions that could be helpful to a

from-English translator who needs a

definition as an aid to finding (or cre-

ating) the equivalent term in his or her

target language. Definitions of this type

could also be useful to an into-English

translator who “has a hunch” that X is

an accurate translation for source-lan-

guage-concept Y, but would like to see

a definition of X in order to confirm the

hunch. 

Translators who specialize in legal

translation, including complex insur-

ance policies, and who are therefore

used to reading extremely detailed

and stylistically dense material, might

prefer Rubin-type definitions in refer-

ence works of this type, but this is a

matter of personal taste. 

Rout ledge’s Concise Encyclopedia
is a useful adjunct to more detailed

bilingual terminology resources and

research. I think it would be particu-

larly helpful to a translator who is just

starting out in insurance translation

and needs to build up a general

knowledge of the field fairly quickly.                     

Eileen B. Hennessy has been a full-time
freelance translator since 1972, specializing in
legal, commercial, and insurance documentation
and art history; also vital records, academic
records, and texts of a general nature (e.g.,
newspaper and magazine articles). Before
freelancing, she worked as an in-house
translator for a re-insurance company. Since
1985, she has been an adjunct associate
professor in the Translation Studies program at
New York University, where she teaches courses
in French-English legal translation. She is an
ATA-certified French→English,
German→English, Italian→English,
Portuguese→English, and Spanish→English
translator. Contact: ebhennessy@att.net.
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New Queries
(E-Sp 2-11.1) While pointing out that

boom-to-bust cycles in the world of cor-

porate advertising are now less extreme,

an economic forecaster stated that “ad

spending may not have as far to drop” in

the current recession. How would you

render this into good Spanish?

(F-E 2-11.2) From notes about an emer-

gency cardiac consultation, the trouble-

some phrase (2.a) dédi ane appeared.

Another problematic phrase making

obvious reference to blood pressure

stated (2.b) TA Gauche gauche couche
S 16. The value given does not fit with

blood pressure. Any ideas?

(G-F [E] 2-11.3) The terms (3.a)

Einstabpfahl and (3.b) Hochleistungs -
ver drängungspfahl are from a civil engi-

neering text. Provide accurate English or

French renderings, if you can.

(G-Po [E] 2-11.4) In genetics, what is

Dihybridismus, and what would be a

good Polish or, if necessary, English

rendering?

(G-Ro [E] 2-11.5) We have plenty of

context for this patent-related query:

Beim ‘Umschluss’ können Sie, wenn
Sie ansonsten einzeln untergebracht
sind, auf vorherigen Antrag während
des Tages zeitlich begrenzt die Freizeit
gemeinsam mit einem anderen
Insassen in seinem oder Ihrem eigenen
Haftraum verbringen. Tackle the word

in bold print, if possible. 

(I-G [E] 2-11.6) This would not be a

proper column without at least one

query about an abbreviation. In this

case, a list in a patent litigation started

with three items, the second of which

had a baffling abbreviation: 1. Linie =
Raccomandata; 2. Linie = Lod. 3.
Linie: = Il Camera Civile del Tribunale.
What could Lod. be?

(Pt-E 2-11.7) Centrais de fôrmas
proved to be the sticking point when

dealing with this Brazilian Portuguese

contract language: CANTEIRO DE
OBRAS—significa a area dentro do
LOCAL DO FORNECIMENTO onde
a CONTRATADA construirá as insta-
lações necessários para o completo
funcionamento de suas atividades,
incluindo, porém sem se limitar a:
escritórios administrativos, almoxari-
fados, oficinas de manutenção de
máquinas e equipamentos, sanitários,
vestiários, refeitórios, enfermarias,
centrais de fôrmas, armação, concretos
e pré-moldados, guaritas, entre outras.
How would you render the term in

bold? Help if you can.

(R-E 2-11.8) In the world of telecom-

munication satellites, are зоновое

вещание and поясное вещание the

same thing? They both seem to refer

to “time-zone-specific broadcasting”:

орбита 0 (0); орбита 1 (+2); орбита

2 (+4) (поясное) versus 0, +2, +4; +6;

and 8, which seems to be зоновое. Is

this a case of different communication

companies using different termi-

nology for the same thing?

(Ro-E 2-11.9) It was the word prehep-
atic that stumped a translator dealing

with medical material. The context

sentence fragment reads Obiectiv la
internare.... Ficat cu diametru prehep-
atic 10 cm. Is it a borrowing from

English? What is it?

(Sp-E 2-11.10) We now enter the

realm of the language of corporate

mergers, where this text appeared:

X X X X  celebra su Junta General
Ordinaria de Accionistas—Se aprueba
destinar a dividendos un total de 59,18
millones de euros con cargo a los
resultados de ejercicio 2009, que
supone un 21,5%. How would you

render the bolded terms?

Replies to Old Queries
(E-Gr 11-10.2) (report-by-exception
mode): Alexis Takvorian suggests that

κατάσταση αναφοράς κατ εξαίρεση

would make sense for this in a tech-

nical environment.

(F-E 11-10.4) (les regions périmamelon-
naires): Erin Lyons points out that the

mammary area can be subdivided into the

perimammary or exteromammary areas,

which are external to, or surrounding, the

mammary gland, and the endomammary

or enteromammary areas, which are

located in the substance of the gland.

Therefore, the phrase should be trans-

lated as “The perimammary areas are

normal.” Dominique Carton calls them

“periareolar regions,” which are the

areas surrounding the nipple. Dr. Mary

Greenwood Johnson goes even further

D-Dutch
E-English
[E]-English
acceptable as an
answer, the
original query did
not involve
English
F-French

G-German
Gr-Greek
I-Italian
N-Norwegian
Po-Polish
Pt-Portuguese
R-Russian
Ro-Romanian
Sp-Spanish

Abbreviations
used with this column

The Translation Inquirer    John Decker

As 2011 begins, ATA mem-

bers have once again been generous

with their time, providing a big e-mail

in-box with many responses. I will get

out of the way and let you readers do

your thing!

jdecker@uplink.net
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in simplicity by rendering this as “The

areas around the nipples are normal.”

Helena Contreras-Chacel likes “regions

around the nipples.”

(G-E 9-10.5) (Übertiefen): These, says

Hans Koenig, are unintended or

unavoidably excessive depths. He

found it used to indicate a horizontal

extension beyond the body of a refrig-

erator.

(G-E 9-10.6) (Stockräumer): Hans

Koenig says this is a disc-type culti-

vator for vineyards used to remove or

cut weeds close to the vine (“stock”).

It is usually attached to a narrow

tractor and has sensors to avoid

damage to the vine.

(G-D [E] 10-10.5) (Molch): Pointing

out that this term could have been

googled easily, Hans Liepert states

that it is a device for cleaning

pipelines, which in English is a

“pipeline inspection gauge.” As a verb

(molchen), it means to clean the

pipeline with this device.

(G-E 11-10.5) (Resttropfengehalt):
Google suggests “residual” or “re -

maining droplet content” for this, says

Ruth Laskowski. Simply researching

“drop” is not sufficient due diligence; it

makes sense to research at least the

near synonyms as well. Gabe Bokor

suggests that the translator’s failure to

check under “droplet content” resulted

in the need to post a query. Paul Hopper

suggests “remaining droplet content”

as his solution.

(G-I [E] 10-10.7) (Drittpfandbestel -
lerin): In Italian, states Hans Liepert, it

is terzo datore di pegno. In English, it is

“garnisher.” In the applicable law, there

has to be a “garnishment” (claim due),

a “garnishee” (person paying the

claim), and a “garnisher” (the plaintiff).

(I-E 11-10.6) (tenuto al rendiconto):

According to Alessandra Levine, it

means the teacher or professor is

“responsible for documenting” the

results achieved in relation to the guide-

lines established. In addition—and this

is the second part of the context sentence

found on page 38 of the November-

December issue—he is responsible for

following the lesson timeline as sched-

uled by the management. Tenuto al ren-
diconto is an idiomatic expression

meaning “required to” or “responsible

for.” Peter Christensen thinks the text

seems to be saying merely that the

teacher has to “give an account of” the

results in relation to the prefissati
(“those prescribed”).

(N-E 11-10.7) (kryssleie): Not a

pretty-sounding solution in English,

says Paul Hopper, but “cross-leasing”

is possible, since it is done for vessels,

aircraft, and equipment. Oddly

enough, most of the search hits for the

word are for dog conformation.

(Pt-E 11-10.9) (refrigeração): Helmut

Thiemann renders this in English as

“refrigeration engineering.” AltaVista

and Google can be used to find the

translation of this, he says. Peter

Christensen and Gabe Bokor agree.

(R-E 10-10.9) (властнораспоряди 

тельный орган): Being an open joint

stock company, the Russian OAO is

neither an “authoritative” nor an

“executive” entity, says Leonid

Gornik. By the same token, it is not an

“agency,” but rather a company.

Inaction of a company cannot be held

to be illicit. It can, however, constitute

a breach of contract or of law.

(R-E 11-10.10) (вольпинизм): Kevin

Kelly suggests “free climbing” for this.

(Sp-E 10-10.10) (instrumente, instru-
mentación): Gonzalo Ordóñez says

that the straightforward way to trans-

late these two terms is with the verb

“to implement.” Thus, “Agreement

passed with two thirds of the mem-

bers’ vote, provided the Fund imple-

ments a single plan, and.... Rules on

implementation of commitments over

companies’ pensions for workers and

beneficiaries.” The reply to this by

Rosi Dueñas was the same as the one

given by Gonzalo, but she notes that

the original query words have been

accepted by the Spanish Academy as

authentic, while some translators still

consider them anglicisms.

(Sp-F [E] 11-10.11) (jueces de adscrip-
tion territorial): This is correct, says

Christelle Maginot. To jueces means

to appoint judges called to supple-

ment judges or temporarily substitute

for absent judges. Suggestions in

English: “substitute judges,” “reserve

judges,” “alternate judges.”  In French:

juges suppléants.

The Translation Inquirer will do his
very best to keep this era of abundant
responses in mind if ever a slack time
appears again. Thank you all so much!

Address your queries and responses to The Translation Inquirer, 112 Ardmoor Avenue, Danville, Pennsylvania 17821. E-mail address: jdecker@uplink.net. Please make your submissions by the
first of each month to be included in the next issue. Generous assistance from Per Dohler, proofreader, is gratefully acknowledged.
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In 1845, the German psychia-

trist Heinrich Hoffmann wrote 10

illustrated and rhymed stories that

mocked the moralistic and pietistic

children’s books of the day. Many of

the children in the stories come to

very bad ends: the match girl burns to

death and the thumb-sucker has his

thumbs cut off.

The first story, Struwwel-Peter (lit-

erally shock- or shaggy-haired, i.e.,

“uncombed,” Peter) gave its name to

the whole collection. The book

remains in print and extremely pop-

ular worldwide in the original

German and in many translations into

many languages. It was also turned

into a British musical, Shockheaded
Peter, in 1998 in which, outdoing the

original, every child dies. There was

also a British stage production in

2006. In 2004, the Greek composer

Alexandros Mouzas adapted it into a

work for narrator and orchestra. There

have been film adaptations of some of

the stories, and the book has influ-

enced comic books, poems, and televi-

sion shows. There is a Struw welpeter

museum in Frankfurt.

As they say in show business, this

is a book with legs!

The first two lines of the first story

are:

Wenn die Kinder artig sind,
Kommt zu ihnen das Christkind.

In contemporary German, this trans-

lates literally as:

If the children well-behaved are,

Comes to them the Christ child /

infant Jesus / Santa Claus / 

Father Christmas.

The word Christkind, with its mul-

tiple meanings, conflates the religious

and commercial aspects of Christmas,

to the point that the word can be used

colloquially to mean “Christmas pres-

ents.” Probably, the word acquired its

meanings at a time when Christmas

was not so commercialized and

Christmas presents were a symbol of

generosity and not consumerism.

Since other languages do not com-

press the range of meanings of

Christkind into a single word, transla-

tors usually have to pick one meaning,

and many choose “Santa Claus.” Mark

Twain, in Slovenly Peter, first pub-

lished posthumously in 1935, did not:

When the children gentle be,

Then the Christchild they shall see

Jack Thiessen, in his translation into

Plautdietsch, did:

Send de Tjinja oatijch, schmock,
Tjemmt dee Nätkloß, ohne Stock

The above is taken from Dee
Buzhakopp-Peeta, translated from Der
Struwwelpeter by Jack Thiessen, with

a Foreword by Al Reimer (Edition

Tintenfass, 2010, ISBN 978-3-

937467-77-1). Jack Thiessen, Al

Reimer, and Walter Sauer of Verlag

Tintenfass (www.verlag-tintenfass.de)

have all been kind enough to give me

permission to quote from the book.

As for the language of the above, it

is Plautdietsch, which, according to

Al Reimer:

has served Mennonites as a colorful

spoken language for centuries. More

recently it has also become a written 

language well suited to the art of fic-

tion. The predominant Low German

writer of our times is Jack Thiessen

…. Jack’s fictional world is so wide-

ranging that it extends all the way

from his small-town origins to more

sophisticated urban settings and

finally all the way to “Heaven,”

where “dee Oola mett sien witta Boat

enn siene Piep” is the God who loves

socializing “opp Plautdietsch” with

the Mennonites “emm Himmel.”

In short, Jack Thiessen is a one-

man army fighting for the preservation

of Plautdietsch. His magnum opus is a

dictionary of the language, and his

original writings and translations are

used at the University of Bielefeld to

teach the language and literature. More

information is available at his website:

http://ereimer.net/Thiessen.

But what about the above two trans-

lated lines in particular. Again according

to Al Reimer, Thiessen translates:

with a flair and ingenuity that

strengthen and clarify the original

meanings. As illustrated in the

opening couplet of “Dee Buzhakopp-

Peeta,” changing “das Christkind”

to “Naetklos, ohne Stock” actually

enriches the meaning from a

child’s perspective.

It does so because Nätkloß, like

“Santa Claus,” knows if you’ve been

bad or good, but the consequences for

being bad are more severe with

Nätkloß. If you’ve been schmock
(well-behaved), then the Nätkloß
comes to you ohne Stock, implying

that he does not bring along his stick.                    

Der Struwwelpeter and Dee Buzhakopp-Peeta

hermanapter@cmsinter.net

Humor and Translation    Mark Herman

Herman is a librettist and translator. Submit items for future columns via e-mail to hermanapter@cmsinter.net or via snail mail to Mark Herman,
1409 E Gaylord Street, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858-3626. Discussions of the translation of humor and examples thereof are preferred, but humorous
anecdotes about translators, translations, and mistranslations are also welcome. Include copyright information and permission if relevant.
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Additional Resources
Handbook for Small Business

www.sba.gov/idc/groups/public/

documents/sba_homepage/pub_

mp31.pdf

Budgeting for Small Business

www.sba.gov/idc/groups/public/

documents/sba_homepage/pub_

fm8.pdf

Notes
1. David, Mary. “What Could Be the

Harm in That?” The ATA Chronicle
(April 2005), 15, www.atanet.org//

docs/antitrust_reprint_may2005.pdf.

2. A summary of ATA’s 2007 Trans -
lation and Interpreting Compen sation
Survey can be found at www.atanet.

org/docs/compensation_survey

_2007.pdf.

3. ATA Rate Calculator, www.atanet.

org/business_practices/earnings_

calculator.php.

How Much Per Word? Continued from p. 21

people, but in general, you should

be able to find what you are

looking for within a few minutes. 

14. Customer service: Your customers

are the key to your success—espe-

cially repeat customers. To be suc-

cessful, you need to truly enjoy

making customers happy. 

15. Patience and positivity: If it were

easy to run a business, everyone

would do it. You need to have

patience and a positive outlook to

master the tough times when you

(erroneously) think that your

phone will never ring again. 

Does this list confirm your desire

to go into business for yourself? If it

does: congratulations! If it does not:

do not worry. Being self-employed is

not the only choice for linguists. I

know many linguists who really enjoy

working in-house for private corpora-

tions, government agencies, and non-

profit associations. As a former in-

house translation department manager

myself, I can tell you that the regular

paychecks are quite nice. Regardless

of the route you choose: good luck!

The Entrepreneurial Linguist Continued from p. 34

ATA Translation Company Division

COMING SOON: Business Conference
-- Don’t miss this two-day event bringing  

together company owners, project managers, 

and freelance translators and interpreters.

-- Learn skills and strategies for business success.

-- Benefit from this unique networking opportunity.

April 30 - May 1, 2011  l Washington, DC  l Embassy Suites at the Chevy Chase Pavilion

An ATA Professional Development Committee Event

Learn more at
www.atanet.org/tcd_business
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ATA’s Directory of Language Services
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The best professional
technical translations,
especially for Euro, African
and Brazilian Portuguese.
Quality, reliability, speed. Let us
help you optimize your project.

www.cybertecusa.com
800.769.7891

Fax  908.245.5434
mail@cybertecusa.com
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Obscure languages
Multi-language projects
Emergency deadline projects
Complex projects
Special terminology

�������������	     support@technovatetranslations.com

Next time you have to turn a potential 
client away, don’t lose the earning 
potential – send them to us! We can 
handle virtually ANY contract:

�

�

�

�

�

Technovate Translations delivers on-time and on-budget – every time.
Increase your revenue stream – send us a lead today!
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Interpreting Equipment Rental
Transmitter/Receivers

Weekly or Monthly

Landmark Audio Technologies

Call 888-677-4387

Tips

cleaning up
your online

profile

for

A listing in ATA’s online Directory of Translation and Interpreting Services or the Directory of Language
Services Companies can be one of your most valuable member benefits. With more than two-million hits
a year, consumers and businesses have clearly learned to look at ATA’s directories first when shopping for
professional translation and interpreting services. 

Six Tips to Help You Make Contact 

1. Check spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

2. Update your contact information, especially your e-mail
address and phone numbers. 

3. Use the “Additional Information” field, noting education
and career experiences, unusual specialties, and any
dialects you can handle. By using a “keyword” search,
clients can find your services based on a set of very 
specific skills and experience.

4. List your areas of specialization. 

5. Review your listing monthly to experiment with different
wording or add new information that may set you apart
from others.

6. List non-English-to-non-English language combinations, 
such as Portuguese into Spanish and French into Italian.

Make those updates online at 
www.atanet.org/onlinedirectories/update_profile.php.

Volunteers Needed
The National Language Service Corps (NLSC) is a public 

civilian organization made up of on-call multilingual 

volunteers willing to offer their diverse language skills 

to help communities and government agencies. The 

organization’s goal is to provide and maintain a readily

available civilian corps of individuals certified in English 

and other languages. To find out more or to apply, 

please visit nlscorps.org.
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Visit ATA’s School Outreach Resource Center at www.atanet.org/careers/school_outreach.php and click on Presentation Resource
Materials.

Choose the age level you like the best and download a presentation, or use the resources on the School Outreach page to round out
your own material. 

Speak on translation and/or interpreting careers at a school or university anywhere in the world between August 1, 2010 and 
July 18, 2011.

Get someone to take a picture of you in the classroom. For tips on getting a winning shot, visit the School Outreach Photo Gallery on
ATA’s website at www.atanet.org/ata_school/photo_gallery.php and click on Photo Guidelines.

E-mail your photo to Meghan McCallum (meghanraymccallum@gmail.com) with the subject line “School Outreach Contest,” or mail
your entry to 225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, Alexandria, VA 22314. Please include: your name and contact information; the date of
your presentation; the school’s name and location; and a brief description of the class. You may submit multiple entries.

Make a School Outreach presentation this year, and you could win free registration to ATA’s 52nd Annual Conference in Boston,
Massachusetts, October 26-29, 2011. Here’s how to enter. 

The deadline for submissions is midnight on July 18, 2011.
The winner will be contacted no later than August 19, 2011. You must be a member of ATA or an ATA-affiliated organization to enter.

ATA School Outreach Contest 
2010-2011
Now Open

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Make a critical difference  
with what you know.

NSA has a critical need for individuals with the following 
language capabilities:

African
Arabic
Chinese
Dari
Farsi

Korean
Mandarin Chinese
Pashto
Urdu and Punjabi

KNOWINGMATTERS

You already know that intelligence is vital to 
national security. But here’s something you  
may not know.

The National Security Agency is the only 
Intelligence Community agency that generates 
intelligence from foreign signals and protects 
U.S. systems from prying eyes.

If you would like to use your advanced language 
skills to break and make the most important 
security codes in the world, then explore NSA.  
At NSA you can experience a variety of careers 
as you work on real-world challenges with the 
latest technology. You’ll also be able to maintain 
a good balance between work and family life,  
as well as enjoy a collaborative work 
environment with flexible hours. 

You won’t find this kind of experience  
anywhere else.

U.S. citizenship is required. NSA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All applicants for employment are considered without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital status, disability, sexual orientation, or status as a parent.

LANGUAGE ANALYSIS  AT THE N ATIONAL S ECURITY A GENCY

WHERE INTELLIGENCE GOES TO WORK®

Watch the Video.

Get the free App for your 
camera phone at gettag.mobi 
and then launch the App and 
aim it at this tag.

Download NSA Career Links 

Search NSACareers


